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This research focused on the development of new metal triimine complexes of 

Pt(II), Pd(II), and Ni(II) for use in three types of molecular electronic devices: dye 

sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), and organic 

field effect transistors (OFETs). Inorganic complexes combine many advantages of 

their chemical and photophysical properties and are processable on inexpensive and 

large area substrates for various optoelectronic applications. 

For DSSCs, a series of platinum (II) triimine complexes were synthesized and 

evaluated as dyes for nanocrystalline oxide semiconductors. Pt (II) forms four 

coordinate square planar complexes with various co-ligands and counterions and 

leads to spanning absorption across a wide range in the UV-Vis-NIR regions. When 

those compounds were applied to the oxide semiconductors, they led to 

photocurrent generation thus verifying the concept of their utility in solar cells. 

In the OLEDs project, a novel pyridyl-triazolate Pt(II) complex, Pt(ptp)2 was 

synthesized and generated breakthrough OLEDs. In the solution state, the electronic 

absorption and emission of the square planar structure results in metal-to-ligand 

charge transfer (MLCT) and an aggregation band. Tunable photoluminescence and 

electroluminescence colors from blue to red wavelengths have been attained upon 

using Pt(ptp)2 under different experimental conditions and OLED architectures. In 

taking advantage of these binary characteristics for both monomer and excimer 

emissions, cool and warm white OLEDs suitable for solid-state lighting have been 

fabricated. 

The OFETs project represented an extension of the study of pyridyl-triazolate d8 



 

 

metal complexes due to their electron-transporting behavior and n-type properties. A 

prescreening step by using thermogravimetric calorimetry has demonstrated the 

stability of all three M(ptp)2 and M(ptp)2(py)2 compounds and their amenability to 

sublimation. Preliminary current-voltage measurements from simple diodes has 

achieved unidirectional current from a Pt(ptp)2 neat layer and demonstrated its n-

type semiconducting behavior. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Motivation and Literature Background 

 The projects in this dissertation focused on the development of new triimine d8 

complexes of group 10 divalent metals for three categories of molecular electronic 

applications: dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), in Chapter 2, organic light-emitting 

diodes (OLEDs), in Chapter 3, and organic field-effect transistors (OFETs), in Chapter 

4, which are based on organic or metal-organic semiconductors. Ongoing studies in 

these fields have a main goal to combine price reduction, high efficiency, and 

increased stability in next-generation organic optoelectronic devices. Metal oxide 

based nano crystallized semiconductors are less costly to fabricate than silicon 

semiconductors, and are resistant to photo corrosion problems. The light harvesting 

and absorption range can be improved by coating the semiconductor with a thin layer 

of dye sensitizers. Organic semiconductors and optoelectronic materials are 

alternatives to silicon and other advanced materials. Scientists and engineers have 

been increasingly interested in molecular materials because they have the potential 

for utilization in large-area and/or flexible devices using low-temperature device 

deposition processes in order to make the fabrication less expensive than silicon- or 

inorganic semiconductor-based devices. The manufacturing techniques include 

vacuum deposition of powder and solution processing, which are much less expensive 

than single crystal/high-temperature processing typically needed for silicon and other 

inorganic semiconducting materials.  

 Inorganic complexes have been showing strong influence upon optoelectronic 

materials selection concerned with lifetime stability, and broadness of the absorption 

or emission range. In combining with nanotechnology, metal-organic complexes 
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combining transition metals such as ruthenium (Ru), osmium (Os), iridium (Ir) or 

platinum (Pt) with organic ligands have demonstrated promising results for a large 

variety of optoelectronic applications. Those materials are specifically designed for 

energy saving applications including renewable energy and green technology. The 

significant advance of DSSCs was brought up by Grätzel group in processing Ru(II) 

dye complexes on the mesoporous TiO2 surface to improve light conversion 

efficiency.1 The breakthrough of OLED construction was pioneered by Tang and 

Vanslyke at Kodak. The first efficient OLED device was a simple double layer of 

organic materials yielding fluorescence from tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminum(III), 

or Alq3,2 whereas the Forrest and Thompson groups first used the phosphorescent 

metal complex, platinum(II) octaethylporphyrin (PtOEP) in the emissive layer.3 The 

role of OFETs is on/off switching in light-weight electronic devices based on organic or 

metal-organic semiconductors such as pentacene and copper phthalocyanine. The 

active OFET compounds are used on the p- or n -channel to transport only positive 

charge (holes) or negative charge (electrons) in accumulation mode devices.4,5 The 

work in this dissertation investigates the potential of d8 transition metal compounds as 

potential n-type semiconductors, which are less common and more sought-after than 

p-type molecules. 

 

1.2 Solution for Energy Crisis 

 Scientists and industries have long known to use renewable sources and devote 

all efforts to energy saving. Manufacturers are forced to phase out some old or toxic 

products from daily life and markets. For example, since the incandescent lamp was 

invented by Thomas Edison, this innovation has not changed or upgraded its 

efficiency, and so the electricity bill continues to increase. Even some technologies 
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developed in modern time require more improvement. The silicon solar cell is an 

example of one of the innovative ways to convert light into electricity. However, due to 

the high cost in making high quality crystalline silicon, the limited absorption 

wavelength range and corrosion problems are all disadvantages that have pushed the 

manufacturers to look for the lower cost nanoscale thin films. Benefiting from this 

development, some chemicals which had been synthesized long before 

nanotechnology were restudied for various electronic devices. For example, 

Ru(dcbpy)(SCN)2 (dcbpy is 2,2’-bipyridyl- 4- 4’-dicarboxylate and SCN is thiocyanate), 

compound is used in the dye solar cell application,1,6 Ir(ppy)3 (ppy is 2-phenylpyridine) 

was synthesized in 1985,7 but in 1999, Forrest et al. doped it at 6% level 4, 4’- 

bis(carbazol-9-yl)biphenyl (CBP) host and obtained the first high-efficiency green 

OLED device.8 The encouragement brings more and more research groups into the 

development of optoelectronics.  

 In following this trend, this dissertation included chemical synthesis and 

characterization for potential applications in solar cells, organic light emitting diodes 

and the thin film transistors. The projects started from designing Pt(II) complexes with 

triimines and arylthiolates to absorb full Ultraviolet/Visible/Near Infrared range energy 

for solar energy conversion, shifting to another project using trizaloes as ligands to 

have full visible energy emission for lighting application and extending the triazole 

ligands electron deficient properties in Pd(II) and Ni(II) for transistor applications. 

Those new type of materials were designed to be fabricated on glass or flexible 

substrates, such as plastic or textile. Compared to inorganic semiconductors, my 

materials are processed on cheaper organic substrates and only need lower 

temperature vacuum sublimation/deposition. They are also easily fabricated on large 
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area devices therefore making molecular materials attractive in their low economic 

cost and faster manufacture. 

 

1.2.1 [Pt(NNN)X]Y Complexes for Solar Cell and Conductivity Applications 

In earlier stages, titanium dioxide (TiO2) substrate was used for water splitting 

reactions in which the semiconductor acts as an electrode involved in reversible 

photo-induced electrochemical reactions.9 Several oxide materials have been studied 

and compared to their energy gap; most of those materials are transparent in the 

visible range.6 Grätzel’s group designed DSSCs taking TiO2 as an n-type 

semiconductor electrode and adopts the principle of photo conversion for 

electrochemical reaction. Sunlight energy is directly converted to electric current. 

Although TiO2 is a widely used semiconductor, it only absorbs certain ultraviolet 

energy, and the large energy gap at about 3 eV is transparent to the visible energy 

region. Grätzel’s group integrated dye sensitizers to the mesoporous surface of the 

TiO2 substrate and resulted in an extending of absorption to the visible spectrum that 

optimized energy conversion. Proper sensitizers for the current solar cell design are 

essential to convert more energy into electricity (Figure 1.1). Inorganic complexes, 

such as RuL’(NCS)3 (L’ = 4, 4’, 4’’-(COOH)3-2, 2’:6’, 2”-terpyridine) and RuL2(NCS)2 

(aka “N3”, L= 4, 4’-(COOH)2-2, 2’-bipyridine) are used for tuning absorption to the 

visible or even near infrared energy level.10 The efficiency should be optimized when a 

dye absorbs a wide range of wavelengths and is stable under this photolysis 

process.10 Details about the DSSC device assembly and the operation diagram are 

addressed in Chapter 2, Section 2.1. My goal was to develop metal complexes to 

improve energy conversion on DSSCs. I have synthesized a series of [Pt(NNN)X]Y 

(NNN is the analogy of triimines) as potential dyes for DSSCs.  
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Figure 1.1. The comparison of spectrums of incident photo to current conversion 
efficiency in the absorption visible and near infrared range, TiO2 and sensitized by 
RuL’(NCS)3 or RuL2(NCS)2 dye.10 Reprinted with permission from the American 
Chemical Society.  
 

Triimines form four-coordinate complexes with a square planar structure upon 

coordination to Pt (II) with a monodentate co-ligand. Triimine complexes with bright 

photoluminescence and long lifetimes are attractive in photophysical 

studies.11,12,13,14,15 Compounds whose electronic absorption is affected by ligand 

substitution reactions in aqueous systems are potentially useful as DNA or protein 

probes in biological systems.16 In addition, changing the substituents on the 

terpyridines or co-ligands can lead to tuning the absorptions and emissions to span a 

wide range in the UV-Vis-NIR region, thus making the ideal compounds for solar 

energy conversion or white OLEDs for lighting. These complexes can also afford 

chromophores for photoinduced hydrogen generation.13,14 

 In this project, I have studied the co-ligand and counter ion effect on the 

absorption spectra and optoelectronic properties in general. The initial purpose was to 

estimate the potential of the metal complexes for dye-sensitized solar cells which are 

based on wide-band-gap inorganic semiconductors. Black dyes, which have 

continuous strong absorptions from the UV, across the visible, and into the near 

infrared (NIR) regions, are candidates for solar cell devices. The d8 compounds’ planar 

character has additional advantages in potential conductivity applications. Chapter 2 
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includes a detailed discussion of the structural and spectral properties of 

[Pt(NNN)(X)Y triimiines monothiolate complexes in relation to the advantages and 

disadvantages of their uses in DSSCs. 

 

1.2.2 Luminescence Properties and Applications of Pt(II) Pyridyl-triazolate Complexes 

 In my first DSSC project, molecules are required to have full visible absorption. 

For OLED application, compounds are required to have visible luminescence in the 

range of 380 nm to 780 nm. Molecules absorb light and generate excited species. 

During the relaxation to the ground state, energy is releases as light energy instead of 

heat. In a strict interpretation, the spin allowed radiation can be either singlet emission 

fluorescence or triplet state emission as phosphorescence. However, for inorganic 

complexes, due to the heavy metal atom effect, the spin-orbital coupling can harvest 

both singlet and triplet states. Figure 1.2.a shows display colors and their relative 

wavelengths; Figure 1.2.b. shows the Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage (CIE) 

chromaticity coordinates applied when mixed color quality needs to be determined.17 

High quantum yields indicate high radiation densities. Once their emission spectra are 

characterized, compounds are fabricated into OLED devices either using thermal 

evaporation in high vacuum (< 10-6 torr) or spin coating with a high boiling point solvent. 

These fabrication methods have advantages including low energy cost and/or flexible 

large substrate processing. The applications of OLED include solid state lighting, 

electronic monitor display or their backlight, or large screen devices. Details of OLED 

device fabrication and materials selection are described in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 1.2. a) The wavelength corresponded color spectrum in the visible range  
b) The CIE coordinates corresponded color spectrum and wavelength.17 
 
 
 This project has been operating for about two years to apply the luminescent 

complex bis[3,5-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazolato] platinum(II) (hence forth referred to as 

Pt(ptp)2) as the emitting material for fabrication of OLED. The process started with the 

synthesis and characterization in the chemistry lab, followed by the thin film 

processing and device assembly in the materials science groups.  

 Platinum octaethylporphyrin (PtOEP) was first reported by the groups of 

Thompson and Forrest in making red emitting diodes.3 That complex emits from a 

monomer unit Pt(II) complex that associate via M-M, M-π, and/or ππ interactions that 

greatly influence the spectral properties and decrease device efficiency, as commonly 

perceived. Octahedral complexes have z-axis coordination which prevents short 

distance molecules interaction. The square planar geometry allows d8 complexes to 

exhibit excimeric emissions which usually do not occur in the d6 compounds. 
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Therefore, platinum complexes can have monomer emission from mononuclear 

structure or excimer emission from linear chain stacking structures. Alteration of the 

ligand allows the compound to exhibit high energy emission, high quantum yield 

and/or color tuning. The self-quenching in phosphorescent OLED materials is still a 

major issue. The triplet-triplet annihilation process, in which two excited species 

interact in the triplet state and then form a singlet exciton and a ground state 

molecule,18 quenches the luminescence intensities as well as power efficiency in the 

electroluminescence (EL).19 Pt(ptp)2 has bright phosphorescence with an extremely 

short lifetime which minimizes the contact chance of the triplet excitons. The 

triplet-triplet annihilation is insignificant in this condition. The evidence is from solid 

state measurements; while the monomer emission from mononuclear molecules has 

partial ligand based characters showing a 9.2% quantum yield, the linear chain 

stacking form brings excimer formation, which has an emission in lower energy with a 

quantum yield of 31%. The emission colors and quantum yield is associated with their 

molecular orbitals. The strong overlap of molecular orbitals causes self-sensitization 

(details are addressed in Chapter 3). The temperature-dependent studies also show 

solid Pt(ptp)2 to be sensitive to the temperature changes; the results of 

photoluminescence (PL), quantum yield (QY) and lifetime (τ) are consistent. 

 The triazolate ligand has interesting features that affect the luminescence 

properties. The non-coordinating nitrogen forms hydrogen bonding to methanol and 

stabilizes the crystal formation. The solvated molecule displays yellow color and 

blue-green monomer emission. After methanol slowly escapes from the molecule, the 

crystal dries and turns into an orange powder which exhibits excimer-based orange 

emission. The Pt-Pt interactions are temperature and solvent dependent which 

causes physical and luminescence color changes. In addition, ligands with binary 
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characters that possess σ-donor on the triazolate and acceptor on the pyridyl ring 

cause the metal center to be an electron poor center. The character of electron 

deficiency is an indicator of n-type materials for semiconductors. The details of the 

remarkable spectral, structure, PL and EL results for Pt(ptp)2 are discussed in Chapter 

3. 

 

1.2.3 Pyridyl-Triazoltes d8 Metal Complexes for Electron Transport Material and 
n-Type OFET Applications  
 
 Organic field-effect transistors are on/off switching devices and can integrate with 

OLEDs to be active matrix organic light-emitting diodes (AMOLED) to control each 

pixel directly.20 AMOLED is useful in making larger monitors, great image qualities and 

achieving high power efficiency.21,22 Materials with charge transport (electrons or 

holes) ability, also called mobility, are critical for electronic device operations.23 In fact, 

even in solar cells or light-emitting diodes, materials with high charge mobility are 

desired to optimize the performance. In a transistors operation, an on/off state is 

determined by the velocity of charge carriers.23,24 When there is no voltage applied to 

the devices, the electric current is near zero, so the system is in an off-state. Once 

voltage is added in two electrodes to generate an electric field, electrons move out of 

HOMO levels in the materials into electrodes, or holes move into LUMO levels in the 

materials from electrodes. The charge flow causes the device to be in an on-state. 

Electron carriers are determined as n-type while hole carriers are defined as p-type 

materials.23,24 P-type organic or metal-organic compounds (charge acceptors or hole- 

conductors) have greater performance in charge mobility and air stability and thus are 

usually widely applied in transistors. On the other hand, in most device design, n-type 

organic or metal-organic materials (negative charge donors or electron-conductors) 

have to interact with low-work function metals and are easily degraded;24 therefore 
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they are heavily sought-after materials in p-n junction diodes,25 organic photovoltaic 

cells 26  and complementary bipolar transistor applications.4 In OLEDs, n-type 

compounds can act as good electron transport materials and/or hole blockers if their 

HOMO energy is low enough to be barrier for hole transport. Chapter 4 also discusses 

the potential application of electron transport/hole blocking in OLED devices for d8 

pyridyl-triazolate complexes. 

 In some cases, n-type metal complexes have been improved in their stability 

lifetime by modifying the metal center or ligand type. Electron mobility was enhanced 

by controlling the morphology. Bao et al. reported the first stable n-channel materials, 

Copper hexadecafluorophthalocyanine (F16CuPc) which has electron withdrawing 

groups and high electron mobility.4,27 Azole- or pyridine-based materials, which are 

also electron-deficient ligands, should have n-doping properties and thus are 

evaluated in this project. The LUMO energy is, on average, located within the range 

2.5-3.5 eV, which is low enough for electron injection from common cathodes.28,29 

 In my OLED project, Pt(ptp)2 showed electron transport behavior in the device. 

Metal complexes (M= Pt(II), Pd(II) & Ni(II)) combined with electron poor bis(pyridyl) 

substituted triazole ligands, and high electron affinity divalent metal centers are likely 

to be n- dopable materials. While M(ptp)2 compounds maintain the 3-4 eV LUMO 

energy level located at azolate or pyridine groups, the HOMO energy levels are 

modified according to coordinated metal centers. In addition, M(ptp)2 complexes have 

strong interactions through the linear stacking, which is beneficial for electron 

transport. The compounds have not yet been fabricated in transistor devices. Chapter 

4 focuses on the characterization of all the d8 metal compounds, and the related 

literatures studies, toward their possible future use in OFETs. Finally, Chapter 5 
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includes the summary of the work in this dissertation as well as suggestions for future 

expansions. 
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CHAPTER 2  

[Pt(NNN)X]Y COMPOUNDS FOR SOLAR CELL  
AND CONDUCTIVITY APPLICATIONS 

 
2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Background of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 

The design of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) is based on the mechanism of 

photosynthesis and photochemical reaction in vegetation. Earlier investigations were 

concerned with the use of chlorophyll and related derivatives which generate 

electrons on the semiconductor surface.1a Figure 2.1a shows a typical DSSC device 

configuration. The device structure includes two transparent glass plates with tin 

dioxide (SnO2) coating. On one side of the glass plate, nanometer size particles of 

titanium dioxide, TiO2, are spread homogeneously on the glass and form a porous 

surface. The qualities and price of materials or devices are less critical in these kinds 

of band gap oxides than they are in crystalline silicon solar cells. The glass is soaked 

inside an organic or inorganic dye solution, and a single layer dye is attached to the 

glass surface to act as an absorber of sunlight. Another glass plate is coated with a 

thin layer of platinum or carbon to act as a catalyst. In the final procedure, two glass 

plates are assembled together and a mixture of iodide and triiodide ions (Iˉ/I3ˉ) redox 

electrolyte is filled in-between the space.1, 2 , 3  Figure 2.1b shows the operation 

diagram of common DSSCs. The principle is to separate the charge generation and 

charge transport, in which the electron of dye material is excited by sunlight from a 

highest occupied molecule orbital (HOMO) energy level to a lowest unoccupied 

molecule orbital (LUMO) energy level, and then injected to the TiO2 conduction band 

to form an electric current. In the end of this cycle, the electron is transferred back to 

the dye’s HOMO by the redox electrolyte.4 
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a) 

         
 
b) 

           
Figure 2.1.a) Structure of DSSC devices, and (b) the operation diagram of DSSC.5 
 
 

In a biochemical path, chlorophyll is excited in the photoeletrochemical reaction, 

acts as the sensitizer, and also stores energy.1a The electron-transfer protein chain 

allows electron transport to take place in an irreversible manner. In the DSSC 

method, organic or inorganic compounds mimic chlorophyll in order to act as the 

sensitizer for the TiO2 or SnO2 semiconductor, which proceeds as the analogue of the 

electron-transfer protein chain for electron injection. The stability of the compound 

determines the lifetime of the DSSCs.3 Usually polypyridine complexes and metal 

porphyrins are the major choices for dye sensitizers.5 Those compounds have a large 

energy bandgap, and by changing ligands, the absorption region can be easily tuned. 

Metal porphyrins generally lack this advantage; their low conversion efficiency is due 

to their limited absorption in a narrow visible region. In contrast, most polypyridine 
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complexes show strong absorption in the visible region. Ruthenium (Ru(II)) 

complexes, for example, are excellent sensitizers for this application. Therefore, the 

effects of changing metals or ligands have been extensively studied.5 The designs 

based on metals, such as ruthenium (Ru(II)),4a,6 osmium (Os(II)),7 platinum (Pt(II)),8 

rhenium (Re(I)),9 and copper (Cu(I)),10 in mononuclear or polynuclear complexes, 

have been utilized to achieve efficient DSSCs. Ligands with anchoring groups, such 

as carboxylate or phosphonate subsituents, bind strongly to the TiO2 or SnO2 

surface.11 The Grätzel group, which has focused on Ru-polypyridyl complexes, 

optimized promising results in DSSCs.4 The Ru(dcbpy)2(SCN)2 complex (a.k.a. “N3 

dye”) demonstrated the highest conversion efficiencies, up to 11%.12 In seeking 

those compounds that have similar characteristics to ruthenium polypyridyl 

chromophores, other research groups, including our own have become interested in 

the [Pt(II)(diimine)-(dithiolate)] complexes, which absorb a wide range of wavelength 

of sunlight, and MLCT in the visible region have relatively strong molar extinction 

coefficients.8,13,14,15 A series of Pt(II) compounds with diimines and dithiolates, were 

synthesized and studied by the former student Dr. Smucker in Prof. Dunbar’s group 

and Dr. Hudson in our group; these also display intense absorption in the visible 

region.16 To extend this approach, I applied triimine instead of diimine ligands to the 

Pt (II) d8 metal center in order to overcome some electrochemical limitations in their 

diimine analogues for DSSCs application. 

 

2.1.2 Research of [Pt(NNN)]Y in DSSCs 

The strategies of my project are intended to tune the absorption wavelength into 

near infrared (IR) range and still maintain the same LUMO for electron injection. 

Twenty-seven Pt complexes have been synthesized and characterized.17 Those 
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compounds are categorized according to the type of co-ligands and counter ions. The 

absorption range is tunable either by altering the π-donor ability of the co-ligands to 

disturb the molecular orbitals or alter the counter ions. The organic radical anion, 

7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ-) is used as counter ion and form binary 

charge transfer adducts.17 Instead of the conventional carboxylate tethering group, 

TCNQ- is used to be an anchoring group that attaches to the TiO2 surface. Therefore, 

TCNQ- actually bonds to the TiO2 surface. Electronic absorption and electrochemical 

measurements are applied to screen the potential candidates for DSSC dyes.17 

 

2.1.3 An Extended Research of [Pt(NNN)]Y in Conductivity 

From the crystal structure and the electronic absorption bands in solution and the 

solid state, I also expected the possibility of electrical conductivity for d8 square planar 

complexes to similar inorganic systems.18 Compounds which have two components, 

donor and acceptor are possible to induce ion pair charge transfer (IPCT), and thus 

may impact conductivity. The two components are favored to be planar in structure 

which attains a columnar structure that benefits charge transfer.18 The classical 

example is organic compounds TTF-TCNQ.19 The donor or acceptor is not limited to 

cation, anion or neutral molecules. Inorganic compounds that contain nickel (Ni), 

platinum (Pt), palladium (Pd), copper (Cu), gold (Au) or zinc (Zn) as the metal center 

have been studied by several groups.20,21 The metal oxidation states can be chosen 

to favor the coordination geometry to be square planar which facilitates 

supramolecular stacking with suitable acceptors with close distance and good 

intermolecular overlap between donor and acceptor molecules.20 

The following details also include previous research from Smuker et al in 

[Pt(diimine)(dithiolate)]0TCNQ0 complexes.16 After having a parallel comparison of 
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neutral platinum complexes to ionic [Pt(tbtrpy)X]Y complexes in crystal structures and 

stacking models, the information will extend following discussion to conductivity 

application. In comparing to the metal complex conductors, a computational 

chemistry solid state calculation should support our experimental results and provide 

understanding of the physical properties of [Pt(tbtrpy)X]Y (tbtrpy= 4,4’,4”- 

tBu3-2,2’;6’,2”-terpyridine) and provide upward modification to the molecules. 

 

2.2 Experimental Procedures 

2.2.1 Synthesis 

A series of [Pt(tbtrpy)X]Y compounds were synthesized successfully (Figure 2.2). 

The replacement of the X co-ligands included Cl-, NCS-, OH-, SH-and ArS- (Figure 

2.3.). The counter ion metathesis of Cl- involved BF4
- and TCNQ-. According to these 

various combinations of X and Y, four types of compounds were obtained. 

Compounds with TCNQ- are the target design to apply for black dyes. Instead of 

carboxylate or phosphonate, TCNQ- is the anchoring group, which should be capable 

to bind TiO2 or SnO2 semiconductor surface. All the organic chemicals were 

purchased from Aldrich, and the metal salt was from Strem. 
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Figure 2.3. Structures of ArS- ligands 
 

[Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]Cl (1), [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]Cl (2), [Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]BF4 (3), [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]BF4 
(4·CH2Cl2), and [Pt(tbtrpy)OH]BF4 (5) 
 

The preparation of 1 was as a starting material and provided for the following 

reactions. The synthesis of 1 followed the literature procedure22 and the final yellow 

powder was about 90% yield. The preparation of 2, 3, 4 and 5 followed the report 

from McMillin et. al23, the [Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]BF4 and [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]BF4 formation was 

accomplished by the reaction of [Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]Cl and [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]Cl with an added 

excess of NaBF4 in MeOH/H2O at room temperature. The yellow compounds were 

about 70-80% yield. The crystals of 1, 2, 3 and 4 were obtained from the layering 

method which was a mixture of dichloromethane and hexane. 

 

[Pt(tbtrpy)CBT]Cl (6), [Pt(tbtrpy)PhS]Cl (7), [Pt(tbtrpy)MBT]Cl (8), 
[Pt(tbtrpy)DMeOBT]Cl (9), [Pt(tbtrpy)DMBT]Cl (10), and [Pt(tbtrpy)NaPhS]Cl (11) 
 

These reactions were accomplished using Schlenk techniques to avoid oxygen 

and humidity.24 1x10-4 mol of the ArS- salt or ArSH acid was dissolved in distilled 

MeOH, and then cannulated to [Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]Cl/distilled dichloromethane (DCM) or 

MeOH. The solutions turned to a dark red or purple color immediately. The reaction 

was stirred under nitrogen for 12 hours. The solvent was removed under reduced 

pressure and dried for one hour. The product was then re-dissolved in distilled DCM 

and filtered to remove impurities or insoluble salt. The final yield was 65-80%. 
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[Pt(tbtrpy)CBT]BF4 (12), [Pt(tbtrpy)PhS]BF4 (13), [Pt(tbtrpy)MBT]BF4 (14), 
[Pt(tbtrpy)DMBT]BF4 (15), [Pt(tbtrpy)DMeOBT] BF4 (16), [Pt(tbtrpy)NaPhS]BF4 (17) 
[Pt(tbtrpy)SO2Ph]BF4 (18) 
 

Complexes 12-18 were obtained by adding excess NaBF4 to replace the counter 

ion, Cl- in [Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]Cl in the mixture of MeOH and H2O solution. The red crystals 

of 18 were an oxidation by-product of purple 13 during crystallization. 

 

[Pt(tbtrpy)2(μ-S3)](BF4)2 (19) 

This reaction followed the synthesis procedures of compound 1 and then 

compound 12-17. However, unlike the [Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]BF4, Pt(II) was bridged by 

-S-S-S- and formed a binuclear product. The crystal was obtained by slow 

evaporation from methanol solution. 

 

[Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]TCNQ (20), [Pt(tbtrpy)CN]TCNQ (21), [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]TCNQ (22), 
[Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ (23) 
 

For OH- and NCS- as co-ligands, the final products were not water or oxygen 

sensitive; therefore, the reaction was done in the mixture of MeOH and H2O solution. 

The final yields were about 55-65% percent. The crystal growth was done by vapor 

diffusion method, in which, evaporated ether was slowly diffused into 

dichloromethane or acetonitrile to obtain green crystals. Compound 21 and 23 were 

by-products that solvent substitution happened to [Pt(tbtrpy)MBT]TCNQ during 

crystallization. 

 

[Pt(tbtrpy)PhS]TCNQ (24), [Pt(tbtrpy)MBT]TCNQ (25), [Pt(tbtrpy)DMBT]TCNQ (26), 
[Pt(tbtrpy)DMeOBT]TCNQ (27) 
 

For X=ArS- as co-ligands, the reaction were done in distilled organic solvent 

under nitrogen. [Pt(tbtrpy)X]Cl reacted with LiTCNQ in a 1 :1 molar ratio in reaction, 
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and all the [Pt(tbtrpy)X]TCNQ complexes were dark green materials. 

 

2.2.2 Physical Measurements and Characterization 

Electronic absorption: The electronic absorption of these complexes was done in 

solution and the solid state and measured using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 

double-beam UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer. The instrument has a double-beam 

setup for the reference. The solution studies were prepared in two 1 cm suprasil 

quartz cuvette. The diffuse reflectance of solid state measurement were prepared on 

a Whatman filter paper and kept inside the LabSphere® integrating sphere. For the 

infrared spectra, samples were prepared with KBr and pressed into pellets. The 

measurements were done in a Midac Corporation Model 101025 IR spectrometer. 

 Cyclic voltammetry: The studies were done by Dr. Eric Reinheimer at Texas 

A&M University and measured on a CH Instruments Electrochemical Analyzer. 

Samples were prepared in dichloromethane and 0.1 M tetra-n-butylammonium 

hexafluorophosphate was added as the supporting electrolyte. The working electrode 

was a Pt disk electrode, the reference electrode was Ag/AgCl and the counter 

electrode was a Pt wire, all of which were obtained from BAS. The Cp2Fe/Cp2Fe+ 

couple as a model compound which occurs at + 0.70 V (Ag/AgCl) under the same 

experimental conditions. 

X-ray crystallographic details and structure solution: Except 6 and 19, all the 

crystal structures of [Pt(tbtrpy)X]Y were collected at Texas A&M University by Dr. Eric 

Reinheimer. The measurements were done on a Bruker-AXS SMART 1000 CCD 

diffractometer at 110(±2) K equipped with graphite monochromated Mo-Kα ( 

wavelength = 0.71073 Å) radiation. The frame integration was done using the 

Siemens SAINT25 software package and a multiple absorption correction was carried 
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out using the SADABS program 26 . Structure solutions were done using the 

SHELXS-97 program27 in the Bruker SHELXTL v5.128 interface in the XSEED27 

software package. The SHELXL-97 program29 was applied to refine structures with 

anisotropic thermal parameters by full matrix least squares calculations on F2. 

For the compounds 6 and 19, the X-ray diffraction data were measured at University 

of North Texas on a Bruker SMART APEX II CCD detector system equipped with a 

Mo Kα fine focus sealed tube (λ = 0.71073 Å) with a graphite monochromator 

operated at 50 kV ( 30 mA ) at 100 K. Data collection, indexing, and initial cell 

refinements were done by using APEX2 software30 with a narrow-frame algorithm. 

The Bruker SAINT31 was used to integrate the frames and refine the final cells. 

Structure solution, refinement, graphic and generation of materials were performed 

by using SHELXTL software program package.32 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Electronic Absorption Measurement 

To determine the spectral scope of Pt triimines, I used electronic absorption 

measurements. According to the crystal structures, photophysical properties and the 

counter ion effect, these compounds are categorized in five types. Due to the lack 

evidence of type 5 compound, this section focuses on type1-4 discussions. For type 1 

compounds, the vibronically structured absorptions with λ< 350 nm are due to π-π* 

transitions on the triiimine (Figure 2.4).33 The charge transfer (CT) bands between 

370 nm-400 nm are due to transitions from dπ orbitals on the Pt (II) metal to π* orbitals 

localized on the triimine.33 The triimine is a bulky tert-butyl group, so the compounds 

are unlikely to aggregate and metal-metal to ligand charge transfer (MMLCT) bands 

at visible wavelengths are not observed. Unlike [Pt(tpy)(OH)]+,33 the [Pt(tbtrpy)(OH)]+ 
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complex shows fewer effects of y-polarization, and the MLCT does not show 

significant red shift. 

Figure 2.4. Comparison of absorption spectra for Pt(tbtrpy)X]Y system 

   

Table 2.1 lists the absorption data of [Pt(tbtrpy)X]Y compounds. In tuning the CT 

band energy, a series of thiolate groups have been used to replace the anionic 

co-ligand and obtain type 2 compounds. I was able to tune the absorption to the 

visible range. The CT bands in the lower energy region are due to transitions from 

mixed thiolate-Pt (II) π orbitals to π* orbitals localized on the triimine.17 The 

replacement of the Y counterion from Cl- to BF4
- in type 3 compounds increases the 

molar absorptivity of the CT bands and leads to a slight red shift; these trends have 

been consistent for all complexes studied here. In these two types of thiolate 

complexes, ArS- ligands with electron donating/withdrawing groups cause the CT 

bands to undergo red/blue shifts. Similar findings were reported in Ru(II) complexes.5 

By using the electron donating co-ligands to increase the charge density at the metal 

center, the HOMO energy level is raised leading to red-shifted CT bands. The same 

results are applied in [Pt(tbtrpy)X]+. In comparing the [Pt(tbtrpy)CBT]Cl with 

[Pt(tbtrpy)DMeOBT]Cl, the energy shift is 793 cm-1. According to density functional 
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calculation, the HOMO energy level is tuned from -0.330 eV (OH based) to -0.271 eV 

(ArS- based).34 

Table 2.1. UV/Vis/NIR absorption data for [Pt(tbtrpy)X]Y 

X, Y λmax/nm (ε/103 M-1cm-1) 

Cl, Cl 225(45), 256(49), 281(43), 304.5(24), 330.5(18), 345.5(8.3,sh), 

378(3.9) 

NCS, Cl 280.5(33), 302.5(18), 330(12), 378.5(2.8), 392.5(2.6) 
CBT, Cl 281(27), 313(13), 329(12), 344(12), 377(25), 538(1.0) 

PhS, Cl 248(28), 280(17), 314(9.5), 542(0.25) 

NaphS, Cl 258(50), 282(30), 303(20), 329(15), 344(14), 366(4.7, sh), 555(1.3) 
MBT, Cl 313(17), 328(15), 344(14), 384(2.9), 555(1.6) 

DMeOBT, Cl 283(21), 312(16), 331(14), 347(8.7), 377(3.1), 562(0.48) 

DMBT, Cl 314(15), 328(14), 345(12), 381(3.0, sh), 562(1.6) 
OH, BF4 261(26), 281(21), 312(12), 334(10), 391(2.1) 

NCS, BF4 246(34), 280(23), 305(13), 315.5(12), 331(12), 399(2.9) 

CBT, BF4 255(32), 314(13), 328(11), 344(11), 550(1.3) 
PhS, BF4 259(30), 286(21), 314(12), 331(12), 344(8.0), 380(2.2), 555(0.71) 

MBT, BF4 261(44), 314(16), 327(15), 344(13), 382(3.0, sh), 563(1.7) 

NaphS, BF4 255(42), 303 (16), 329(12),343(10),382(29),564 (11) 
DMeOBT, BF4 253(39), 282(24), 313(20), 343(12), 378(3.4), 563(1.2) 

DMBT, BF4 257(58), 313(22), 329(21), 344(15), 383(4.5, sh), 571(1.8) 

OH, TCNQ 251(35), 278(27, sh), 312(15), 328(14), 341(16), 405(14), 440(7.3), 
491(8.7), 686(2.6), 750(5.5), 766(5.0), 851(10) 

NCS, TCNQ 245(63), 306.5(23), 316.5(23), 333(28), 400(68), 487.5(4.0), 683(7.1), 

689(6.8), 748(19), 764(18), 848.5(36) 
PhS, TCNQ 249.5(21), 316.5(7.5), 333(8.5), 405.5(11), 422.5(8.9, sh), 490(0.72), 

686.5(2.7), 749.5(7.7), 767(6.9), 851.5(14) 

MBT, TCNQ 251(41), 313(16), 327(15), 341(15), 407(17), 421(16), 492(7.0), 
685(5.2), 749(13), 766(12), 850(25) 

DMBT, TCNQ 259(43), 313(16), 330(16), 410(18), 422(19), 494(3.1), 686(6.0), 

750(17), 767(15), 851(31) 
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Further work of tuning the absorption to the NIR region can be achieved by 

metathesis of the counterion to TCNQ- (Table 2.1).17,35 Unlike Cl- or BF4
-, which can 

be considered “innocent ligands” in spectroscopic results, TCNQ- itself is responsible 

for the absorptions from 600 to 900nm, which makes [Pt(tbtrpy)X]TCNQ, type 4 

compounds to be considered “black dyes” The absorption peak at 490nm is unlikely 

to occur from TCNQ-, but is considered to be from TCNQ2-.36 The result indicates 

certain charge transfers in the electron donor-acceptor complexes, in which the donor 

is a metal complex center, and the acceptor is TCNQ-. The oxidation state of the 

TCNQ- acceptor is partially reduced to be TCNQ(1+α)-, while the metal center is 

partially oxidized to be [Pt(tbtrpy)X](1-α)+.17,37 The type 4 solid state diffuse reflectance 

was consistent to the solution studies (Figure 2.5.). The spectra were a continuous 

absorption from UV to NIR region, especially 27, which showed certain intensity in 

lowest energy level. Another function of TCNQ- is to replace the carboxy group in 

anchoring on the TiO2 surface. Figure 2.6. shows the results of using counter ions 

BF4
- and TCNQ- as anchors to attach the TiO2. While 14 only shows the absorption in 

UV region from the TiO2 itself, 25 shows a MLCT absorption caused by 

[Pt(tbtrpy)MBT]+. This prescreen step demonstrated that TCNQ- bonded TiO2 surface 

but lost the character of TCNQ-. 
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Figure 2.5. Diffuse reflectance of [Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]TCNQ (ArS- = MBT(––), DMBT(––) 
and DMeOBT(––)) 

 

Figure 2.6. [Pt(tbtrpy)MBT]Y (Y=BF4
- (14)(––) and TCNQ- (25)(––)) on TiO2 substrate 
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2.3.2. X-Ray Structure 

Figures 2.7.-2.19 show that all the Pt-triimine compounds are four-coordinate 

square planar structures. None of the complexes show evidence of Pt-Pt 

intramolecular interaction. 

 

[Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]Cl (1), [Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]BF4 (3), and [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]BF4 (4) 

The Cl-, OH- and NCS- co-ligands do not show strong distortion, but rather retain 

the planar geometry (Figures 6-8). 1 has the crystal space group of the monoclinic 

p21/c, 3 is isostructure with p21/n, and 4 is present in the triclinic space group p-1. The 

bond distances of Pt-N for 1 are 1.94-2.03Å, for 3 are 1.94-2.02 Å and for 4 are 

1.94-2.02 Å. While comparing to [Pt(tBu3tpy)Cl]ClO4 (1.94-2.03 Å)22, the results are 

similar, and all the compounds have shorter Pt-N(2) due to trans influence from the σ 

donor or π-accptor co-ligands. Since NCS- and Cl- have similar binary characters, the 

Pt-N(2) is 1.94 Å. For compound 4, S- is considered as soft ligand and should bond to 

the soft acid, Pt(II). However, it is N- that coordinates to the metal center. This 

isomerism is due to several reasons, 1) the π-bonding ligand, triimine reduces the 

electron density of platinum metal center, and thus the N- is favored for the bonding.38 

2) the reaction temperature and the polar solvent, water and acetone mixture are 

favored for the N- bonding, 3) using S- will increase the steric effect and is less 

favored.39 
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Figure 2.7. Molecular structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]Cl (1) 
 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Molecular structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)Cl][BF4] (3) 
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Figure 2.9. Molecule structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS][BF4]•CH2Cl2 (4•CH2Cl2). 
 
 
[Pt(tbtrpy)CBT]BF4 (12), [Pt(tbtrpy)MBT]BF4 (14), [Pt(tbtrpy)DMeOBT]BF4 (16), 
[Pt(tbtrpy)NaPhS]BF4 (17) and [Pt(tbtrpy)SO2Ph]BF4 (18) 
 

The thiolate ligands bond with Pt through the S atom, and slightly twist out of 

plane (Figures Figure 2.10.-Figure 2.14.). The carbon in the thiolate C-S bonds is sp2, 

which causes the whole ligand to be extremely bent. The distances of Pt-N(2), 

1.95-1.98 Å, are about the same without being strongly disturbed by 

electron-donating or electron-withdrawing groups. The Pt-SO2 bond distance for 18 is 

2.27 Å which is shorter than Pt-S due to the oxidation and enhancement of negative 

charge. 
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Figure 2.10. ORTEP diagram of [Pt(tbtrpy)CBT]BF4 (12) 

 

 
 
Figure 2.11. ORTEP diagram of [Pt(tbtrpy)(MBT)][BF4] (14) 
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Figure 2.12. Molecule structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)(DMeOBt)][BF4] (16). 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.13. X-ray crystal structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)(NaPhS)][BF4]•H2O (17•H2O). 
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Figure 2.14. X-ray crystal structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)(SO2Ph)][BF4] (18). 
 
 
[Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]TCNQ (20), [Pt(tbtrpy)CN]TCNQ (21), [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]TCNQ (22) and 
[Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ (23) 
 

During the crystal growing of [Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]TCNQ crystals, the ArS group was  

replaced by the OH-, CN- or Cl- group from the solvent (Figures 2.14, 2.15 and 2.17). 

This type of replacement was only observed in the crystallization of [Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]BF4 

which involved water in some of the crystallization - but not in [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]TCNQ 

(Figure 2.16). Although the elemental analysis data shows about 2.93% sulfur in 

[Pt(tbtrpy)MBT]TCNQ, it is difficult to obtain its single crystal. The possible reaction 

mechanism for by-product during the crystallization is not clear. This situation did not 

affect the bonding to OH- or NCS- co-ligands, and [Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ and 

[Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]TCNQ were obtained. The [Pt(tbtrpy)X]TCNQ shows the co-ligand 

effect in the whole molecular arrangement. In [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]TCNQ, the interaction 
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between metal donor and the organic acceptor did not take place, possibly due to the 

bulky steric effect. The [Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ stacks pack in the arrangement of donor 

([Pt(tbtrpy)OH]+)-acceptor (TCNQ-). Similar patterns have been found in Pt/Pd dimine 

complexes, which have (dbbpy)M(dmid) as the donor (D) and neutral TCNQ as the 

acceptor (A) with a 2:1 D:A stacking (-DDADDADDA-), according to a previous study 

by our group (dbbpy= 4,4’-di-tert-butyl-2,2’-bipyridine; dmid= 

2-oxo-1,3-dithiole-4,5-dithiolate; M=Pt(II) or Pd(II)).16 Unlike the diimine analogues, 

[Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ is similar to the classical organic donor-acceptor binary,  

TTF-TCNQ adduct, which has a 1:1 D:A stacking pattern. The interplanar distance 

between [Pt(tbtrpy)OH]+ and TCNQ- is 3.5 Å. This type of binary mode is desired for 

applications in conducting40 and magnetic materials.41 

 

 

Figure 2.15. X-ray crystal structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)Cl][TCNQ]•2CH2Cl2 (20•2CH2Cl2). 
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Figure 2.16. X-ray crystal structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)CN][TCNQ]•2CH3CN (21•2CH3CN). 

            

Figure 2.17. Molecular structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)NCS]TCNQ (22) 
 

  
 
Figure 2.18. a) Molecular structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ (23), b) and the ORTEP 
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[Pt(tbtrpy)2(µ-S3)](BF4)2∙2MeOH∙H2O (19) 

Figure 2.19 shows a by-product obtained during [Pt(tbtrpy)SH]BF4 crystal 

growth. The three S- form bridges and connect two [Pt(tbtrpy)]2+. Some bridged 

multinuclear compounds have been reported by Che report et, al., 

[(C^N^N)3Pt3( µ3-L)]3+ (HC^N^N is 4-(p-MeOC6H4)-6-phenyl-2,2’-bipyridine and L = 

bis(diphenyl -phosphinomethyl-)phenylphosphine), has intramolecular separations 

3.36 Å and 3.62 Å of Pt-Pt distances.42 In complex 19, one of the S- ligand does not 

bond any Pt(tbtrpy)+ molecule and the distance between Pt-Pt is 4.48 Å. The 

interaction between two platinum centers unlikely happened. 

 

Figure 2.19. ORTEP structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)2(µ-S3)](BF4)2∙2MeOH∙H2O (19) 
 

TCNQ- interaction with Pt(tbtrpy)+ 

TCNQ- has CN, exocyclic CC, endocyclic CC and the non-cyclic CC bond to the 

CN group (Figure 2.20). The significant indicator of charge transfer comes from the 

exocyclic CC bond length change, which is weakened by the reduction of TCNQ.43,44 
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According to the literature, the CC bond is about 1.37 Å in neutral TCNQ, 1.40-1.41 Å 

in TCNQ anions and 1.44 Å in TCNQ dianions.44 Our TCNQ- average bond length is 

about 1.43 Å, and is slightly longer than that in the NaTCNQ or KTCNQ simple salts, 

which do not have charge transfer between the two ions. The reduction weakens the 

exocyclic CC bond, thus increases the bond length in TCNQ2-, which is evidence of 

the charge delocalization in [Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ solid state.17,36 

 
Figure 2.20. TCNQ- bond distances in [Pt(tbtrpy)(OH][TCNQ] 
(a) = 1.14 Å, (b) = 1.41 Å, (c) = 1.39 Å, (d) = 1.13 Å, (e) = 1.35 Å, (f) = 1.42 Å, (g) = 
1.35 Å, (h) = 1.43 Å, (i) = 1.44 Å, (j) = 1.35 Å, (k) = 1.41 Å, (l) = 1.43 Å, (m) = 1.12 Å, 
(n) = 1.45 Å, (o) = 1.40 Å, (p) = 1.13 Å 
 

 
2.3.3 Electrochemical Measurement 

The redox potentials of Pt triimines were determined by electrochemical 

measurements based on cyclic voltammetry (CV). This measurement usually 

provides oxidation and reduction potential which correspond HOMO and LUMO 

energy levels of molecules when molecules have similar solid state and solution state 

structures. The reversible redox potential between -0.8 V to -1 V is based on triimines 
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in these four types of compounds, which implies the [Pt(tbtrpy)X]+ is a good electron 

donor (Figure 2.21). When the co-ligands are changed from Cl- to NCS-, the reduction 

at +1 disappeared and indicates the possible reduction of Cl- (Figure 2.22.). For the 

[Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]+, the irreversible reduction at +1 V is due to ArS- ligands in type 2 and 

3 complexes (Figures 2.23. and 2.24.) . In [Pt(tbtrp)X]TCNQ, the reversible oxidation 

and reduction processes (+0.3 V and -0.3 V, respectively) illustrate that TCNQ- is a 

good electron acceptor, which makes [Pt(tbtrp)X]TCNQ a good donor-acceptor 

complex (Figure 2.25.). 

 
Figure 2.21. Cyclic voltammogram of [Pt(tbtrpy)(Cl)][Cl] 
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Figure 2.22. Cyclic voltammogram of [Pt(tbtrpy)(NCS)]BF4 

 
Figure 2.23. Cyclic voltammogram of [Pt(tbtrpy)(MBT)]BF4 
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Figure 2.24. Cyclic voltammogram of [Pt(tbtrpy)(NaPhS)]BF4 

 
Figure 2.25. Cyclic voltammogram of [Pt(tbtrpy)(NCS)]TCNQ. a) TCNQ-->TCNQ2-, b) 
TCNQ2-->TCNQ-, c) TCNQ-->TCNQ0, d) TCNQ0->TCNQ- 
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2.3.4. Evaluation of the Dye for DSSCs Application: 

This project focused on the achievements for key features of DSSC. 1) 

Absorption across the visible, and preferably into the NIR region, so that the material 

can absorb most of the solar radiation. 2) Compounds must attach to the 

semiconductor surface permanently. 3) The oxidation potential must be more positive 

than that of the I-/I3- redox mediator (+0.2V vs. Ag/AgCl), and its reduction potential 

must be more negative than the conduction band of TiO2 or SnO2 (-0.6 or -0.1V, 

respectively). Figure 2.26. is the UV-Vis-NIR data which suggests that Pt triimines 

with TCNQ- counter ions can absorb full range of visible energy, although this ionic 

compound has less interaction and the absorption between 500-675nm is low 

intensity due to solvent environment. The previous data (Figure 2.6.) also 

demonstrates that TCNQ- act as an anchoring group to attach the TiO2 surface. In 

addition, their electrochemistry results are matched to the semiconductor properties. 

The compounds do not match the conduction band of TiO2, but they match well with 

the SnO2 semiconductor in terms of reduction potential. Therefore, the type 4 

compounds are successful in achieving the criteria of DSSCs. 

Figure 2.26. Electronic absorption of [Pt(tbtrpy)OH]+ compounds 
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electric flow function is displayed by figure 2.26. Type 4 has a HOMO energy potential 

at +0.3 V. The complexes are exposed to certain energy and electrons are excited to 

a LUMO level at -0.3 V. Electrons are then injected from the LUMO to the lower 

conduction band of SnO2 (-0.1V). The partially empty HOMO orbital accepts electrons 

being transferred back from Iˉ/I3ˉ redox mediator (+0.2 V). 

-0.6V

-0.3V

-0.1V

+0.2V

+1V

CB of SnO2
E= -0.1V CB of SnO2

CB of TiO2
E= -0.6V
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S+/S
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TCNQ-

E= -0.3V
X

Injection

charge 
recombination

load  
Figure 2.27. Diagram of operation of [Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]TCNQ in dye-sensitized solar cell. 

 

I also obtained another triimine ligand 4'-(4-Carboxyphenyl)-2,2':6',2''- terpyridine 

(MPTrpyCOOH) which is oxidized by 4'-(4-Methylphenyl)-2,2':6',2''- terpyridine 

(MPTrpyCH3, Figure 2.28.). The synthesis procedure followed the literature.45 The 

anchoring group, carboxylate would allow the adsorption of type 2 or type 3 

complexes made with this ligand on the TiO2 surface. I followed the previous 

synthesis method and obtained [Pt(MPTrPYCOOH)MBT]Y (Y= Cl- and BF4) (Figure 

2.29.). [Pt(MPTrPYCOOH)MBT]BF4 is similar to [Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]+, that their co-ligands 

are both triimines and the new substitution of COOH should not disturb the LUMO 
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dramatically. Therefore, the reduction potential is likely located at ~ -1V and the 

oxidation potential is at ~ +1V for the new structure. The charge transfer absorption is 

513 nm in the visible range (Figure 2.30.). The complexes successfully adsorbed onto 

the TiO2 substrate surface. 
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Figure 2.28. Synthesis procedures of MTbrpyCOOH 
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Figure 2.29. Synthesis procedures of Pt(MPTrPyCOOH)MBT]Y 
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Figure 2.30. UV/VIS absorption of [Pt(MPTrpyCOOH)MBT]BF4 in MeOH 
5X10-4 M (––), 5X10-5 M(––), 5X10-6 M(––) 
 
 

The final step was the collection of current-voltage curves for solar cell 

application. [Pt(tbtrpy)MBT]TCNQ and [Pt(MPTrPYCOOH)MBT]BF4 were sent to 

Prof. Nathan S. Lewis’s laboratory at Cal-Tech. The results demonstrated 

photocurrent generation for this class of complexes, but overall they were not 

encouraging in terms of high efficiency solar cells. When [Pt(tbtrpy)MBT]TCNQ was 

applied to SnO2, the compound was not adsorbed as well as when applied to TiO2. 

The IV curves demonstrate a super fast charge recombination caused by the cyano 

group on TCNQ-. The Lewis group has been obtaining similar results for other dyes 

they are currently studying that have CN- ligands.46 This result with our complex 

seems to reinforce the conclusion that cyano group adsorption, although efficient, 

leads to reversible recombination of charge to the dye molecule instead of electron 

injection to the semiconductor (Figure 2.27.). The competition between the electron 
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injection rate versus recombination rate determines the charge transfer process 

between the dye and conduction band.46 An additional reason is that the contribution 

to the photocurrent from TCNQ- absorption is an insufficient driving force for charge 

transfer to SnO2. Although the process is slightly favorable from the standpoint of 

thermodynamics based on the electrochemical data above, the barrier should be 

more significant to affirm efficient charge transfer. Meanwhile, 

[Pt(MPTrPYCOOH)MBT]BF4 was applied to TiO2. The IV curve shows low conversion 

efficiency and the compound was not stable in the presence of the Iˉ/I3ˉ electrolyte. 

An alternative dye design or changing the redox mediator system may build a stable 

system, minimize the electron recombination rate, and improve the injection rate. 

However, I decided to switch to different applications of Pt-triimines in technologies 

besides DSSCs. The new direction will be upon thin film-based organic photovoltaics 

(OPVs), which utilize similar concept and operations to those in organic light-emitting 

diodes (OLEDs) discussed in the following chapter. While the first class of molecules 

our group is pursuing for OPVs includes neutral Pt(dimine)(ditholate) complexes 

(which can sublime easily to form thin films via thermal evaporation under high 

vacuum and temperature), future studies will include solution-based thin films based 

on the classes of molecules discussed in this chapter. 

 

2.3.5. Evaluation of the [Pt(tbtrpy)X]TCNQ for Conductivity Application 

The X-ray crystal structure of [Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ reveals that the formally ionic 

species is stacked in the 1:1 (D:A) mode.17 The bond distance change in the 

intramolecule of TCNQ-, indicates the possibility of partial charge transfer. Besides 

this, from UV-VIS-NIR in solution study, the absorption at about 490 nm is unlikely the 

character of TCNQ- but belongs to TCNQ2- (Figure 2.31.). This kind of partial charge 
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transfer has been examined in TTF-TCNQ.47 The interaction between two molecules 

brings the whole molecule to be TTF(+0.6)TCNQ(-0.6).47 In my case, the number 

could not be quantified, but [Pt(tbtrpy)OH](1+α)+TCNQ(1+α)- is likely to exist. As well 

as the diffuse reflectance, the data show a continued absorption from UV across 

visible to the near-IR region. The dispersed absorption shows a stronger interaction in 

the solid state than the solution state and indicates the effect from ion-pair charge 

transfer (IPCT). Figure 2.32. is a comparison of the neutral [(dbbpy)Pt(dmid)]2[TCNQ] 

complex with the ionic [Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ complex. In the Section 2.3.2. discussion, 

the [(dbbpy)Pt(dmid)] stacks with [TCNQ] in a -DDADDADDA- pattern, the IPCT 

interaction is less or no interaction. Therefore, the electron delocalization is weak and 

the absorption intensity decreases gradually. On the other hand, the ionic 

[Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ stacks in a –DADADA- with a short distance (~ 3.5 Ǻ) between 

two ionic molecules and the electrons are strongly delocalized which causes an 

almost equivalent absorption intensities. The IR spectrum of [Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]+[TCNQ]- 

agrees with the theory that C=N vibration frequency is about 2150 cm-1 and 2180cm-1 

instead of 2166 and 2197 cm-1 in TCNQ- and 2096 and 2164 cm-1 in TCNQ2- (Figure 

2.33.).43 The interaction extent should depend on the C-N shift in these compounds 

v.s. TCNQ- and TCNQ2- alone. However, whereas for TCNQ/TCNQ- systems 

empirical formulas relating the extent of particular charge transfer to the shift in νC-N,48 

similar relationships are unavailable for TCNQ-/TCNQ2- systems due to lack of 

sufficient data in the literature for such systems. However, a recent computational 

study by our group verified the partial charge transfer arguments based on IR 

frequencies. 
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Figure 2.31. Comparison of [Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ in solution (––) and solid state (––) 

 
Figure 2.32. Diffuse reflectance of [(dbbpy)Pt(dmid)]2[TCNQ] (––), 
[Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ (––) 
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Figure 2.33. IR spectrum of [Pt(tbtrpy)(DMBT)]TCNQ in a KBr pellet 

 

Further evidence is attained by comparison of different TCNQ complexes in the 

C=N bonding and the partial charge transfer. In addition, the potential conduction 

ability and extending studies are done by Dr. Rabaâ using the extended Huckel tight 

binding (EHTB) method in solid state calculations.34 The data confirm the 

experimental behavior and also provide the upward modification to the ligands. The 

conductivity character has strong donor-acceptor interaction in the Fermi levels 

(Figure 2.34.). According to the plots of the total EHTB density of states (DOS), 

[Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ brings the level to -11.9 (eV). The majority of the contribution 

from the OH co-ligand below the valence band; therefore, the overlap with the TCNQ 

band is less significant.34 The thiolate group is limited on the bulky structure. It is less 

favored to column stacking and will not be concerned. The SH co-ligand which has 

similar character, but a better σ donor to OH-, shows significant contribution to the 

higher Fermi level and overlap with the Pt metal center and TCNQ- energy band 
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(Figure 2.34., collected by Dr. Rabaâ).34 Therefore, the previous data shows that 

[Pt(tbtrpy)OH]TCNQ has slightly conduction behavior, after a replacement by SH- 

co-ligand, the conduction should be enhanced. 

 

Figure 2.34. Density of states for [Pt(tbtrpy)(X)]TCNQ with projection for X = OH (left) 
and X = SH (right). The horizontal dashed line corresponds to the Fermi level. (Details 
see Rabaâ, H.; Cundari, T. R.; and Omary, M.A.; Can. J. Chem. 2009, 87, 775) 
 

2.4. Conclusion 

The stability of Pt triimine compounds has been an issue for DSSC applications. 

When I used Cl- or NCS- as ligands, the compounds were very stable in the solid 

state and solution. However, when I used thiolates in place of these ligands, the 

compounds changed color on extended storage in solution. X-ray data has shown 

that crystal growth of [Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]Y (Y= Cl- or BF4
-) complexes. For Y= TCNQ, ArS- 

groups were replaced by OH- from non-dry solvents or other anionic ligands such as 

Cl- or CN- from dry solvents or counter ions. Consequently, finding another co-ligand 

to substitute the thiolate group may ultimately be necessary. The [Pt(triimine)ArS]Y  

(Y= Cl- or BF4
-) compounds are stable in the solid state, as proved by elemental 

analysis for several compounds of this type that were synthesized. Therefore, they 

will be pursued for solid-state solar cells based on thin films (so called organic 

photovoltaics or OPVs; vide infra) instead of the solution-based DSSCs. The 
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by-product, [Pt(tbtrpy)2(μ-S3)](BF4)2, is bridged by three sulfides to form a dinuclear 

complex. A further electrochemical measurement will be studied to determine the 

possible reversible oxidation/reduction via the bridged ligands. The original planned 

new compound, [Pt(tbtrpy)SH]TCNQ will also require further theoretical calculations 

in order to confirm the application of conductivity. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LUMINESCENCE PLATINUM COMPLEXES FOR WHITE ORGANIC 
LIGHT-EMITTING DIODE (WOLED) MATERIALS 

 
3.1. Introduction 

3.1.1 Background of Organic Light-Emitting Diodes 

 Currently, organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) are being commonly used as 

residential and commercial lighting sources as well as electronic displays for small or 

large screens due to their energy efficiency. Their fabrication requires less energy 

than inorganic LEDs and is easier to process on larger substrates. During device 

function, low electric current is converted into high quality illumination with a long 

operation time. Despite their high selling price, the progress is moving forward to 

integrate OLEDs into other technologies, such as optical or environmental sensors.  

 Materials for OLED applications are required to have photoluminescence 

emission (PL), and the ability to integrate as an emissive layer in the multiple-layer 

device architecture. In this operation mechanism: luminescence materials (or 

phosphors) absorb light and promote electrons to excited states, and the energy 

radiation to the singlet ground state of a closed-shell molecule emits fluorescence 

(singlet emission) and/or phosphorescence (triplet emission) spectrum. The 

maximum emission wavelength for OLED applications is limited to the visible range 

detectable by the human eyes, typically from 380 nm to 750 nm. With the exception of 

lanthnide complexes which have very sharp emission bands, most metal complexes 

have broad emission peaks. Many molecules are designed to tune the emission 

energy, such as changing subsituents on the molecules, modifying the rigidity of 

aromatic structures or choosing metal-organic complexes. Luminescence studies 

carried by chemists on OLED projects typically focus on optimizing emission color, 

quantum yield and/or lifetime for bulk solids (powder or crystal form) or solutions in 
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different concentrations. Temperature and solvent are most common factors to 

associate emission energy levels. Although pressure, oxygen and pH have been 

studied will be investigated for the materials described here, this chapter will focus on 

the first two effects. The quantum yield is a term to define the ratio of numbers of 

radiated photons to numbers of absorbed photons.1 The lifetime determines the 

excited species decay time scale which is usually microseconds to seconds in 

phosphorescence and picoseconds to nanoseconds in fluorescence.   

Once the photoluminescent of the materials has been characterized, compounds 

that have potential applications in OLED devices are fabricated to nanometer thick 

thin films, typically as guest emitting molecules doped at low concentration in a solid 

matrix of an organic fluorophore host. There are a variety of fabrication methods, but 

the most common practices are sublimation in vacuum or spin-coating by a low- 

boiling- point organic solvent. Unstable materials may be oxidized or decomposed 

during processing. Photoluminescence studies of thin films identify whether their 

emission properties correspond to the photoluminescence spectrum of bulk solid or 

solution. Besides neat material thin-films, targeted materials can be doped into host 

materials in different ratios to optimize the emission properties as needed for the 

OLED devices. Energy transfer in host-dopant thin films are essential in optimization 

of device emission performance. The major role for host materials is to provide full 

energy transfer to a dopant (the targeted luminescence materials) when electric 

power is supplied. Although the emission mechanism under electric excitation may 

not always correlate with photoexcitation, but in most instances the two routes 

associate well with one another. Incomplete energy transfer is a common problem in 

thin film photoluminescence emission (PL) studies. The excited state energy levels of 

the host may be higher than that for the dopant; therefore, the electron exchange will 
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not be favorable thermodynamically and thus reverse energy transfer will take place 

for the dopant to the host.2. For some emitting species, multiple emission colors 

associate with their varying doping ratio in solid-state host systems, which play a role 

to tune the emission energy level to attain desired colors. Figure 3.1.a is a simplified 

OLED device structure where the thickness of every layer is on the nanometer level. 

The host-dopant films are constituted emission layer (EML). The cathode is 

composed of a metal layer for electron injection and a bottom anode electrode 

patterned by indium tin oxide (ITO) to inject holes.3 The electron transport layer 

reduces the barrier to assist electrons transfer from the cathode to the EML, while the 

hole transport layer (HTL) assists the hole transfer from the anode to the EML. Ideally, 

electrons and holes are combined in the emissive layer (referred to as the 

recombination zone), and excitons are generated with maximize radiative relaxation 

in order to have highly efficient electroluminescent emission.4 The energy radiation 

caused by an electric power supply is known as electroluminescence emission (EL) 

which usually has identical emission profile to PL. Figure 3.1.b shows the operation 

diagram of an OLED device supplied with an electric current. The diffusion rate of 

electrons and holes are different; therefore, the thickness of each layer needs to be 

calibrated properly in order to balance the charge flow of electrons vs. holes and 

maximize their encounter in the EML at the middle of the device instead of being 

close to either electrode. 
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a)                                b) 

     
Figure 3.1. a) Simplified OLED structure, b) operation scheme to OLED structure 
           
 
  There are many OLED applications, one of which is white color illumination 

(called WOLED) for general lighting purpose while video display represents the other 

main application. The color quality is determined by two catalogs, one of which is 

Commission Internationale de L’Eclairage (CIE) chromaticity coordinates built in 1931, 

and the other is color rendering index (CRI).5 The CIE diagram is based on three 

stimulus; blue, green and red colors, and the additive colors are from those three 

mixing elements. Three color parameters have equal intensities at CIE (0.33, 0.33) 

indicates a theoretical white point.6,7 Since most phosphors have broad emission 

peaks, high-degree white lighting could be simply generated by less than three 

segments. However, human eyes respond to shades of white differently; adding a 

limited blue element will increase whiteness in lighting. On the other hand, as a 

lighting resource, the reflection from objects needs to be faithfully exhibited. 

Therefore, the CRI method is recommended to academic or industry researchers who 

are dedicated to optimizing lighting performance.5 Among the common light sources, 

daytime light is determined as CRI 90 and incandescent light bulbs corresponds CRI 
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 Devices convert electric signal directly to exciton radiation in the visible energy 

range, which is detectable by human vision. Therefore, the measuring method for this 

display system takes photometrical units which are originally derived from 

radiometry.9 Spectral efficiency of power efficiency (PE) units (lm/W) is the main 

parameter to determine the device performance. The internal quantum efficiency (η) 

is the ratio of numbers of excitons over total amount of excited photons when electric 

current is supplied. The improvement of PE is the main goal for Department of Energy 

(DOE) Solid State Lighting (SSL) program to determine the actual energy savings.10 

Currently, incandescent light bulbs with 12-17 lm/W are less efficient but still 

dominate major market consumes. Others like compact fluorescence lamps (CFL) or 

high pressure lamps have great energy conversion, but with toxic materials or poor 

color qualities. LED package likely has the best performance both in CRI and power 

efficiency. OLED panel can only generate 23 lm/W and is more efficient than 

incandescent lamps and good CRI.10 However, their stability and cost are not 

compatible to most lighting devices. Therefore, there is a lot of room for chemists to 

optimize device performance by modifying materials to improve their quantum 

efficiency and stability. 

 

3.1.2 Research of Pt(II) Complexes in OLEDs  

 Phosphorescent compounds, offering emissions from a triplet excited state, play 

one of the key roles in improving the energy transfer efficiency in organic light 

emitting diodes (OLEDs). Inorganic phosphorescent complexes have well overlapped 

molecular orbitals with the ones on host materials and can offer a broad emission 

region from their excited states. 11  Osmium, ruthenium, iridium and platinum 

compounds are the most common metal complexes used in OLED devices. Unlike d6 
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octahedral metal complexes, square-planar platinum (II) complexes bring the Pt-Pt to 

a short distance and thus establish aggregation geometries which result in the 

formation of excimers. Monomer is generate from mononuclear molecules which has 

a long Pt-Pt distance and the interaction is not happened. Therefore, the emission 

energy from aggregation of monomeric 3MLCT or intraligand (IL) π-π* states, 

generates various tunable photoluminescence properties. 12 , 13  The monomer 

contributes higher energy emission while excimer contributes lower energy 

luminescence. The combination of monomer and excimer emissions in a full visible 

range from a single molecule is a major advantage in OLED application. Reducing 

emitting layers prevents the energy loss during the transfer from the host to the 

lowest energy dopant. Balanced light emissions are achievable in different doping 

ratios between host and dopants. Kido et al. published a report of using three doping 

dyes for white organic light emitting diode (WOLED) in 1994;14 and Forrest el al., on 

the other hand, reached promising improvements in single-emitter white OLEDs 

(SWOLEDs) in 2002.7 In my projects, I have undertaken research on platinum (II) 

complexes that involves their synthesis, structure, and photoluminescence properties 

in an effort to tune their emission energy level, lifetime, and quantum yield toward 

their use in WOLEDs. 

 I designed Pt complexes for OLED applications to be neutral small molecules 

which are suitable for sublimation into thin films. Neutral and luminescence platinum 

compounds are usually designed to coordinate with diimine, 15  CN-pyridyl,7 or 

pyridylazolate ligands.13 Platinum-triazolates are rarely studied. The triazolate related 

metal compounds seized major attention from pharmaceutical, conductivity, or 

magnetism research fields.16,17,18 One of the known compounds, Pt(NH2dpt)Cl2 

(NH2dpt is 4-amino-3,5-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazole) is designed to be mononuclear 
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and biologically active for cancer therapy.16 Only few groups employed tridentate 

platinum-triazolates in OLED devices.19  

Triazolates have similar properties to pyrazoles and imidazoles but they also can 

form coordination polymers and more versatile isomers.20 My new square planar 

complex bis[3,5-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazolato]platinum(II) or Pt(ptp)2,(ptp = 3,5-  

bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazolate) has been characterized to be N,N’-pyridylazolate 

based bidentate phosphor. Associating Pt(II) complexes may have M-M, M-π, and/or 

ππ interactions that should greatly influence their spectral properties.21,22,23 Their 

wide range luminescence spectra displays monomer and excimer emission in 

solution. Temperature and solvent are the two factors that change Pt(ptp)2 color 

appearance or energy for absorption and emission ranges. The three polymorphic 

forms that we obtained are varied due to the ligand-ligand and Pt-Pt interactions. 

From the thin film and the OLED device data, both photoluminescence excitation 

(PLE) and photoluminescence emission (PL) results show efficient energy transfer 

from host to dopant. The electroluminescence shift is found to change along with the 

different doping ratio. Because of the benefit of the various emission colors, warm 

white color or cool white color devices were able to be fabricated. This chapter 

describes detailed structural and photophysical properties of Pt(ptp)2 in various forms 

along with an overview of its utilization in OLEDs by our materials science 

collaborators as guided by the PL data. 

 

3.2 Experimental Section 

3.2.1 Materials 

 The 4-amino-3,5-di(2-pyridyl)- 4H-1,2,4- triazole and cis-bis(benzonitrile) 

dichloroplatinum(II) were purchased from Aldrich. The synthesis procedures of 
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3,5-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazolate were based on the literature.24 

 

3.2.2. Characterization 

 X-ray crystallography: The X-ray diffraction data were obtained using a Bruker 

SMART APEX II CCD detector system equipped with a Mo-target X-ray tube (λ = 

0.71073 Å) with a graphite monochromator operated at 50 kV ( 30 mA ) at 100 (2) or 

295 K. Data collection, indexing, and initial cell refinements were done by using 

APEX2 software with a narrow-frame algorithm.25 The Bruker SAINT was used to 

integrate the frames and refine the final cells.26  Structure solution, refinement, 

graphic and generation of materials were performed by using SHELXTL software 

program package.27 

 Electronic absorption: Electronic absorption was measured in 1-cm Suprasil 

quartz cuvettes using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 double-beam UV/Vis/NIR 

spectrophotometer.  

 Photoluminescence measurement: Steady-state luminescence and excitation 

spectra were obtained using a PTI QuantaMaster Model QM-4 scanning 

spectrofluorometer and were corrected for the wavelength-dependent lamp intensity 

and detector response, respectively. Fluorescence lifetime data were measured using 

a pulsed nitrogen laser operating at 337 nm and nanosecond detector in a 

fluorescence lifetime sub-system add-on to the main PTI system. Phosphorescence 

lifetimes were acquired using a Xenon flash lamp quantum yield method with quine 

sulfate standard and gated microsecond detector from PTI. The temperature- 

dependant studies were obtained using an Oxford cryostat; data were collected while 

flowing nitrogen or helium gas. For the 90 K measurements, samples were placed in 

a dewar which combined a Heraus Suprasil quartz tube and a Suprasil quartz cold 
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finger sealed with nitrogen. The dewar was manufactured by Bill Smith Master Glass 

Blower at the University of North Texas. The quantum yield measurement was done 

using relative method according to the literature,28 and operated in an integrating 

sphere at room temperature or 90K.  

 Thermogravimetric analysis: Only orange solid form was measured by the 

thermal control measurement and sample was placed on a Platinum sample plate 

using an Q 50 thermogravimetric analyzer (TA Instruments). 

 

3.2.3 Materials Synthesis 

 3,5-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazolate (ptp): The synthesis of 3,5-bis(2-pyridyl) -1,2,4 

– triazolate (a.k.a. ptp) ligand followed the procedures from the literature (Figure 

3.2.).24 I used the 4-amino-3,5- di(2-pyridyl)- 4H-1,2,4-triazole as the starting material. 

Unlike the original process,24 I kept the reaction in the ice bath and let it warm up to 

room temperature slowly. The purpose was to minimize side reactions at the higher 

temperature. The final product is purified from column chromatography packed by 

silica gel and washed by methanol : dichloromethane (4%:96%).The yield was about 

80%.  

  

N

NN

NN NH2

NaNO2, 5hrs
N4

N2N1

NN H

H3PO2, 0oC

ptp-NH2
ptp

 

Figure 3.2. Synthesis procedures of ptp ligand 
 

Pt(ptp)2: 0.4500 g (2.02x10-3 mol) of the ptp ligand were mixed with pyridine in a 

round bottom flask. The solution is heated in an oil bath until the solid dissolved 

completely. The mixture of 0.4700 g (1.0x10-3 mol) cis-bis(benzonitrile) 
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dichloroplatinum(II) and acetone were added slowly to react with the ptp ligand. The 

whole reaction was maintained at 50-60°C for three days. The final product was 

yellowish color and attained about 65% yield (Figure 3.3.). Pale-yellow crystals were 

formed by solvent slow evaporation at room temperature. The compound had poor 

solubility in most solvents. Pt(ptp)2 dissolved in hot pyridine solvent, but precipitated 

immediately at room temperature to form a pink solid powder. In order to get single 

crystals, I chose a mixture of dichloromethane and methanol for crystallization. Yellow 

H-bonded methanol solvated crystals usually crystallize immediately while the orange 

non-solvated form was difficult to obtain as it disintegrated usually into a powder form. 

Another bright-yellow powder could be obtained when ethanol/dichloromethane 

solvent were applied in crystallization. These four types of Pt(ptp)2 are categorized to 

be pale-yellow (Y1, green emission), bright-yellow (Y2, yellow emission) and orange, 

(O1, orange emission) forms (Figure 3.4). 
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N

N
N

NN

N

N N
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Figure 3.3. The synthesis procedures of Pt(ptp)2 

 
  

   
   Y1 form                   Y2 form                      O1 form            
Figure 3.4. Physical color and emission color of three types of Pt(ptp)2 at R.T. 
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3.2.4. Computational Studies 

 Density functional theory calculations ware applied to deal with the relevant 

crystals and molecular structures (performed at Dr. Jincheng Du’s lab in the material 

science department). The crystal structures were calculated using the Vienna ab initio 

Simulation Package (VASP)29,30 while the molecular calculations were performed 

using the Gaussian 03 package.31 Full geometry optimization was achieved using 

VASP for the crystals with the PBE exchange and correlation functional32,33 and 

PAW pseudopotentials.34 The monomers were extracted from the relaxed crystals 

and fully relaxed by putting the molecule in a 15x15x15 Angstrom box using VASP. 

These relaxed molecules were used to perform single point calculations within 

Gaussian 03 using the B3LYP35 hybrid functional and CEP-31G basis set36 where 

the HOMO and LUMO orbitals and energy levels were analyzed.  

 

3.3. Results and Discussion 

3.3.1. Synthesis 

 The ptp ligand was first synthesized by Geldard et, al. in 1965 and considered to 

be a terdentate binding analogue of 2,2’:6’2”- terpyridine.37 Later, it was found that 

this bis(pyridyl)-substituted 1,2,4-triazole system usually forms bidentate or 

tetradentate coordination in different reaction ratios.20a According to the results, one 

equivalent of the metal center reacts with two equivalents of the ligand leading to 

bidentated mononuclear coordination mode. 

 Pt(ptp)2 is not soluble in most organic solvents. The solubility is improved in 

dichloromethane/methanol 9/1 ratio mixture. The limited choice of solvent makes it 

difficult to spin-coat Pt(ptp)2 for polymeric light-emitting diodes (PLEDs) applications. 

The efficient way to make thin films proved to be to sublime the solid under high 
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vacuum. This technique avoids the configuration effect caused by hydrogen bonding 

from protic solvents. Both the physical and photoluminescence colors of the phosphor 

are dependent on the thickness of the material deposited during the sublimation 

process. The evaporated material had a yellow or orange appearance and PL as a 

thin film coated on thin glass. The details are discussed in the Section 3.4. 

 

3.3.2. Crystal Structures 

 The coordination geometry and properties of 3,5-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazolate 

complexes have been studied by several groups.18,20a The deprotonation reaction is 

expected to make the triazole center an anionic group. The pKa values between N1 

and N4 are just slightly different; so a favorable binding site is less predictable.38 

However, most third row complexes show that N1 is a better σ-donor than N4 on the 

triazole ring;39,40 the same result is observed in Pt(ptp)2, in which Pt binds with N1 

rather than N4. Yellow and orange forms are determined by single crystal X-ray 

diffraction, and the structures are shown in Figures 3.5. and 3.6. The ligand forms 

hydrogen bonding with the protic solvent and alters the geometry leading to the 

various physical and emission colors in the solid state.  

Pale- yellow (Y1) structure at 100K (Figure 3.5 a): The crystal structure was 

identified to be at its solvated solid state, which had one Pt(ptp)2 and a half methanol 

molecule in the unit cell (Table 3.1). The square-planar geometry displayed the angle 

of 180.0° in trans N(1)#1-Pt(1)-N(1), where the two ptp ligands are coplanar. The 

distance of 1.9941(19) Å in Pt-N(triazole) is shorter than 2.0328(19) Å in 

Pt-N(pyridine). The acid character of Pt(II) is favorable in bonding to the σ-donor 

(anionic/base) sites rather than the π-acceptor (neutral) sites (Table 3.2).13,41 

 The configuration shows a similar asymmetric system to that of a co-crystal of 
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hydroquinone and 3,5-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazole.42 Similar to the co-crystal form in 

the organic system, the analysis of yellow Pt(ptp)2 revealed that methanol forms a 

hydrogen bond with the uncoordinated nitrogen on the triazole and pyridine. The 

solvent bridges the two parallel molecules instead of being sandwiched between the 

stacking. The N(triazole)…H-O is 2.75 Å longer than N(pyridine) …H-O (2.06 Å). There 

is no interaction between solvent molecules, but the hydrogen bonds help the building 

of a three dimensional arrangement.42 Other types of hydrogen bonding exist in 

intermolecular or intramolecular fashion. The strongest hydrogen bonding of N…H-C 

(2.31 Å) from the two ligands interaction is likely to stabilize the individual molecule. 

The association between two metal centers does not exist. The Pt …Pt distance of 

4.60 Å is much longer than the effective distances of 3.0-3.76 Å considered to 

represent significant metallophilic interaction;13,43 The nonlinear arrangement also 

inhibits the overlap of Pt(dz
2) and the pz orbital of the neighboring molecule.44 The 

color of the pale-yellow compound is simply from the single molecule.  

 Pale-yellow (Y1) structure at 295K (Figure 3.5.b): The structure is almost 

identical to the structure at 100 (±2)K, but the molecule is less stable at higher 

temperatures. The bond lengths between atoms are slightly extended and less rigid 

(Table 3.3). The Pt-Pt distance is elongated by 0.09 Å; the Pt-N(triazole) distance is 

elongated by 0.016 Å, and the Pt-N(triazole) distance is about 0.013 Å on average. 

The bond angle showed an insignificant change of about 0.2°. The whole molecule 

expands or compresses the crystal lattice with reducing bond-length instead of 

bending the structure. 
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(a)                                 

   

b)

 
Figure 3.5. Pale-yellow crystal x-ray structures (left) and their ORTEP structures (right) 
at a) 100K (b) 295K 
 
Table 3.1. X-ray crystal structure of Pt(ptp)2·2MeOH  

Compound Pt(ptp)2·2MeOH Pt(ptp)2·2MeOH 295 K 
Empirical formula C26 H24 N10 O2 Pt C26 H24 N10 O2 Pt 
Formula weight 703.64 703.64 
Temperature (K) 100(2) K 295K 
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic 
Space group P 2(1)/n P 2(1)/n 
a, Å a = 10.6387(6) a = 10.64(2) 
b, Å b = 4.5984(2) b = 4.691(10) 
c, Å c = 24.7350(13) c = 25.08(5) 
α, deg 90°. 90°. 
β, deg 95.0440(10)°. 95.03(3)°. 
γ , deg 90°. 90°. 
Volume 1205.37(11) A3 1247(5) A3 
Z 2 2 
Density (calculated) 1.939 mg/m3 1.875 mg/m3 
Absorption coefficient 5.870 mm-1 5.675 mm-1 
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.086 1.065 
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0169  wR2 = 0.0377 R1 = 0.0402, wR2 = 0.0877 
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0197   wR2 = 0.0391 R1 = 0.0859, wR2 = 0.1270 
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Table 3.2.  Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°] for Pt(ptp)2∙2MeOH. At 100K 

Pt(1)-N(2)                1.9941(19)                  Pt(1)-N(2)#1        1.9942(19) 

Pt(1)-N(1)#1              2.0328(19)                  Pt(1)-N(1)          2.0328(19) 

N(2)-Pt(1)-N(2)#1         180.00(5)                   N(2)-Pt(1)-N(1)#1    100.72(8) 

N(2)#1-Pt(1)-N(1)#1       79.28(8)                    N(2)-Pt(1)-N(1)      79.28(8) 

N(2)#1-Pt(1)-N(1)         100.72(8)                   N(1)#1-Pt(1)-N(1)    180.0 

 

 

Table 3.3. Bond lengths [Å] and angles [°] for Pt(ptp)2
.2MeOH. At 295K 

Pt(1)-N(2)                2.010(10)                     Pt(1)-N(2)#1      2.010(10) 

Pt(1)-N(1)                2.046(9)                      Pt(1)-N(1)#1      2.046(9) 

N(2)-Pt(1)-N(2)#1         180.000(1)                    N(2)-Pt(1)-N(1)    79.5(4) 

N(2)#1-Pt(1)-N(1)         100.5(4)                      N(2)-Pt(1)-N(1)#1  100.5(4) 

N(2)#1-Pt(1)-N(1)#1       79.5(4)                       N(1)-Pt(1)-N(1)#1  179.999(1) 

  

Orange structure (O1) at 100K (Figure 3.6): The anhydrous orange crystal is 

hard to obtain. However, with several tries at crystallization, I have been able to 

isolate poorly-diffracting crystals that enabled determination of the main structural 

features. The unrefined parts are due to the non-coordinate pyridyl rings which freely 

rotate without solvent or inter- / intra- molecule interaction to stabilize. The 

crystallographic data shows that the orange form is the same molecule as the yellow 

form and most importantly, classifies the stacking pattern from the unrefined 

structure. The Y1 and O1 forms are stacking in rather dissimilar geometries. The 

solvent is not involved in crystallization in the O1 solid, which brings about strong 

Pt-Pt interactions in an extended linear chain. Similar chain arrangements have been 

reported for Pt-diimines or Pt(C^N)2 complexes with average Pt-Pt distances of 

3.34-3.53 Å.45,46,47,48 The Pt(ptp)2 shows a reduced Pt-Pt separation of 3.29 Å close 

to the Pt-Pt separation (3.25 Å) in the Magnus green salt.49 The molecule-molecule 

distance of 3.34 Å is attributed to a π-π interaction. The adding of metal-metal and π-π 
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association enhances the luminescent color change. Therefore, the orange form 

shows intense orange color and luminescence at room temperature.43 Two routes of 

Y1 to O1 solid transformation were observed; one of which take place during cooling, 

which causes the crystal’s lattice to compress and the other is from the sublimation 

process, which removes the solvent completely. The O1 form only converts to the Y1 

form in solution. 

             
Figure 3.6. Orange crystal x-ray structure at 100K 
 
 Other forms: Besides the Y1 and O1 single crystals, I also obtained bright-yellow 

(Y2), but I was unable to grow single crystals from those. Based on physical color and 

the structural data, a lattice construction with a shorter Pt-Pt distance results in a 

“redder” physical color when compares to the Y1 and the O1 solid. The Pt-Pt distance 

of the Y2 form was intermediate between the Y1 and the O1 solid form. The stacking 

is possibly disoriented and unable to form columnar arrangement. The luminescence 

data also confirmed this hypothesis (Section 3.3.4). Although the 3.289 Å indicates a 

strong interaction between Pt-Pt, the ligand molecules with small atoms such as 

carbon and nitrogen show less strong aggregation in the LUMO orbitals.  
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3.3.3 Electronic Absorption 

 To determine the spectral scope of Pt(ptp)2, I used the electronic absorption 

measurements at room temperature (Figure 3.7). The compound solubility was 

improved using a mixed solvent consisting of methanol and dichloromethane in a nine 

to one ratio. The absorptions with λ< 360 nm are due to π-π* transitions primarily on 

the triazole. The broad absorption between 360nm-450nm is similar to 1MLCT on 

Pt-pyrazolates, in which the highest occupied molecule orbital (HOMO) is on a mixed 

azolate/Pt orbital, while the lowest unoccupied molecule orbital (LUMO) is contributed 

from the π* orbitals on the pyridyl groups.13,50 This prediction was born out by DFT 

contour plots from Prof. Du in the Materials Science Department at the University of 

North Texas (Figure 3.8). The major electron density in the HOMO level is located on 

the platinum atom and the triazole aromatic rings. On the other hand, the major 

electron density in the LUMO level is seen on the pyridyl aromatic rings. Thus, these 

computational results are consistent with the experimental data. A shoulder in the 

absorption region at  λ > 450nm is only seen at high concentration.51 The peak is 

assigned to be 3MLCT,51 but is more likely due to metal-metal to ligand charge  

transfer (MMLCT).52 
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Figure 3.7. Absorption spectrum of Pt(ptp)2 in dichloromethane/methanol(9/1)          
10-3 M (––), 10-4 M (––), 10-5 M (––) 
 

    
Figure 3.8. DFT computational calculation, HOMO density distribution (left), LUMO 
density distribution (right) 
 
 
 The diffuse reflectance compares the ptp ligand, Y1 form and O1 form in Figure 

3.9. The ptp ligand only has intraligand charge transfer from 250 nm to 350 nm. The 

Y1 form absorbs energy from 250 nm to near 550 nm; the UV energy absorption is 

assigned to be π-π* charge transfer and the MLCT absorption. For the O1 form, the 
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absorption from 250 nm to 350 nm is missing and starts to show absorption from 350 

nm to 575 nm. The dips are most likely due to strong luminescence which is regarded 

as artificial reflectance to the detector.53 The problem is more serious in the high UV 

energy range. The extended absorption result is possible from the strong interaction 

between ligand-ligand and Pt-Pt interaction from the linear stacking. The absorption 

included an excimer of π-π* transition and aggregation absorption. 

 

Figure 3.9. Diffuse reflectance data of ptp ligand (––), Y1 form (—) and O1 form (—) 
 
 
3.3.4 Emission Spectroscopy 

 Platinum compounds with the strong σ-donor and π-acceptor ligands have low 

3MLCT energy levels that are sensitive to association, which usually lead to a 

desirable luminescence behavior. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 

on the σ-donating triazolate ligand has a higher energy than the one on bipyrdine.39 

The HOMO is based on Pt d orbitals and involves a dσ* interaction when the solid is 
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aggregated. The intense emission from MLCT is associated to the Pt-Pt distance and 

ligand-ligand interaction in the excited state.13,45 The luminescence spectra were 

measured for all three forms in the solid state, with temperature dependent studies, 

and in the solution state with concentration studies. The excitation energy of the Y1 

form and O1 form are consistent with their diffuse reflectance data. 

 Solution state measurement: The solution state luminescence was measured in 

various concentrations to observe the monomer and excimer formation (Figure 

3.10).21,54 The emission wavelength of Pt(ptp)2 is broad, which includes blue-green, 

yellow, and orange ranges. The emission types are concentration-dependent: the 

monomer is dominated at lower concentration, and the excimer only appears 

significantly for the 10-3 M solution. Similar results are observed in other mononuclear 

platinum compounds.55 

 At a high concentration of 10-3 M, with the change in excitation wavelength, the 

emission spectra can be an intense monomer, a strong excimer emission, or a 

balanced emission from 470-700 nm. Applying shorter excitation energy (λ< 410nm), 

the emission results show a mixture of a structural monomer band with vibronic peaks 

at 470 nm, 505 nm and an unstructured excimer broad band with a peak at ~ 600 nm. 

The shorter excitation wavelength induces the same intensities of monomers and 

excimers, while the longer excitation wavelength stimulates intense excimer 

emission. The λmax at ~ 600 nm, which increases dramatically when using 450 nm 

excitation, is assigned to a *Pt-Pt bonded excimeric aggregate. The excitation at 450 

nm corresponds to the lowest absorption bands assigned as MMLCT in the UV/Vis 

spectra. The lifetimes were measured by using 380 nm laser dye: 89 ns, 92 ns and 

155 ns (Table 3.4). Selected raw data of lifetime decay and fitting are listed by 

Figures Figure 3.11. and Figure 3.12.. The quantum yield (QY) is determined by 
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excitation energy, one is 4.6% by 410 nm, and the other is 10% by 450 nm. The 

increased QY is likely due to the presence of strong excimer emission. These types of 

concentration and excitation dependent emission have been found in the previous 

studies done by Adamson et. al.52 From their x-ray data, the Pt(CN)4
2- (CN = cyanide) 

oligomeration or aggregation brings an intense red physical color as observed in the 

crystals. The strong Pt-Pt interaction is also observed in the absorption solution 

studies. The great solubility of Pt(CN)4
2- helps with detailed studies up to 0.635*10-1 M 

concentration. With a relative estimation between the extinction coefficient and the 

concentration, an oligomer or aggregation in high concentration is expected.52  

 The orange emission color disappeared completely and a blue-green emission 

appeared at 10-5 M, in which the emission is dominated by the monomer. The vibronic 

structured emissions are 475 nm, 505 nm and, a shoulder at 540 nm. The λmax 470 

nm shows a lifetime of 95 ns, and the lifetime of λmax 505 nm is 94 ns. The signal for 

lifetime collection at 540 nm was too weak to obtain. The quantum yield, 1.6%, is 

estimated form the monomer emission (Table 4). 
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Figure 3.10. Luminescence spectra of Pt(ptp)2 vs. concentration in dichloromethane/ 
methanol mixture at R.T. using excitation at 430 nm. 
 

Table 3.4. Photophysical properties of Pt(ptp)2 in different concentration (R.T.) 

Concentration PLE/PL λmax (nm) τ (ns)   λexc (nm)/φ ((λexc) 

10-3 M 

380/470 nm 89 
410nm/4.6% 

450nm/10% 
380/505 nm 92 

380/590 nm 155 

10-5 M 
380/470 nm 95 

380nm/1.6% 
380/505 nm 94 
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Figure 3.11. Raw lifetime data of luminescence spectra of 10-3 M Pt(ptp)2  
 

 
Figure 3.12. Raw lifetime data of luminescence spectra of 10-5M Pt(ptp)2  
 
 The emission energy due to the concentration effect also corresponded to a clear 

influence on excitation wavelength. During monitoring the excimer emissions at 

590-600 nm, an intense energy peak showed up at 10-3 M, and a decreasing intensity 

Exi@380nm, Emi@590nm 
Chi2 : 0.9715 
Durbin Watson : 1.481 
Z : 0.01248 
Pre-exp. 1 : 28.54+/-7.397e-001(100+/-2.591%) 
Lifetime 1 : 155.3ns+/-4.012e+000 

Exi@380nm, Emi@470nm 
Chi2 : 0.9827 
Durbin Watson : 2.169 
Z : 0.01943 
Pre-exp. 1 : 12.88+/-3.997e-001(100+/-3.104%) 
Lifetime 1 : 95.17ns+/-3.505e+000 
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follows a decreasing concentration (Figure 3.13). The excitation wavelength less than 

430 nm is consistent with the previous result that an excimer emission dominates at 

10-3 M. Figure 3.14. is the monitoring result of the 470 nm peak and also shows that 

the rising intensity of excitation wavelength from 300- 340 nm is associated to a 

monomer emission increase at 10-5 M.  
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Figure 3.13. Luminescence excitation spectra of Pt(ptp)2 vs. concentration in  
dichloromethane/methanol mixture at R.T. monitoring emission at 590nm. 
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Figure 3.14. Luminescence excitation spectra of Pt(ptp)2 vs. concentration in 
dichloromethane/methanol mixture at R.T. monitoring emission at 470 nm. 
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Yellow Solid State (Y1): Y1 solid appears in a methanol-solvated form, and the 

solvent starts to escape if the crystals are compressed by high pressure or exposed 

to high temperature. During x-ray single crystal measurement, crystals are covered 

by Paraton-N oil to stop solvent escaping from the solid. In order to maintain the 

solvation, the Y1 powder was suspended in methanol during the measurement. At 

room temperature, the Y1 form has structured emission with vibronic resolved peaks  

at 487, 518, and 551 nm ( ∆E1 =1230cm-1(ν0,1), ∆E2=1160 cm-1(ν0,0)) (Figure 3.15.). 

The results are similar to the 10-5 M solution, but the peaks are red shifted in the solid 

state. The lifetime of each emission is: 470 ns/486 nm, 750 ns/518 nm and  

421 ns/550 nm at room temperature, while cooling to 90 K results in an increase to 10 

µs/490 nm, 10 µs/517 nm, 11 µs/531 nm and 12 µs /560 nm, respectively (Table 3.5). 

The increase in lifetime upon cooling is expected because of inhibition of 

non-radiative multi-phonon relaxed to the ground state. Figure 3.18. shows the 

selected lifetime raw data for the Y1 form. The quantum yield is 9.2%. When samples 

are cooled down to 90 K, the emission profile is similar to that at R.T., except that the 

518 nm emission vibronic peak is split into two peaks at 518 nm and 530 nm, and the 

other red-shifted to 560 nm (Figure 3.16.). The energy splitting data and 

corresponding Franck-Condon allowed transitions for emission peaks were ∆E1= 

1020cm-1 (ν0,2), ∆E2=437cm-1(ν0,1), ∆E3= 1007cm-1 (ν0,0) and the excitation peak was 

1451cm-1(ν0,0), which corresponds to the Infrared spectra, a C=N stretch peak at 

1465cm-1 (Figure 3.17.). The quantum yield increased to 40% at T = 90K. Since the 

HOMO and LUMO orbitals are unaffected by Pt-Pt distance and ligand-ligand 

interaction, the yellow compound emits blue-green color at R.T. and 90 K, considered 

to be mononuclear 3MLCT emission.22,54, 56  However, because the temperature 

decrease leads to shorter Pt-N bonds (Tables 3.2 and 3.3), this perturbs the d(xy) 
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orbitals. Thus, the HOMO orbital shifts to a higher energy level, causing a small red 

shifted emission. 
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Figure 3.15. Emission spectra of Y1 solid form at R.T. 
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Figure 3.16. Emission spectra of Y1 solid form at 90K.  
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Figure 3.17. IR spectrum of Pt(ptp)2 solid 
 
 

Figure 3.18. Raw data of Y1 form luminescent lifetime data 
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Y1 solid, Exi@380nm, Emi@486nm 
Chi2: 0.928 
Durbin Watson: 2.155 
Z: -0.0008337 
Pre-exp. 1: 211.1+/-1.283e+001(62.71+/-3.81%) 
Lifetime 1: 138.8ns+/-1.558e+001 
Pre-exp. 2: 125.5+/-1.724e+001(37.29+/-5.122%) 
Lifetime 2: 470.1ns+/-3.988e+001 
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Table 3.5. Photophysical properties of complexes Y1 and O1 solid state 

 PL λmax (nm)/ τ  φ (λexc) Temp. 

Y1 
486/470 (ns), 518/750 (ns), 550/421(ns) 9.2 (400 nm) R. T. 

490/10 (µs), 517/10(µs), 531/11(µs), 560/12 (µs) 40 (440 nm) 90 K 

O1 
615/142 (ns) 31 (380 nm) R. T. 

650/629 (ns) 93 (510 nm) 90 K 

 

 Orange Solid State: According to the X-ray structure, orange crystals are 

arranged in a linear chain structure, which results in a significant z-directed 

interaction between adjacent molecules. The interaction raises the dz2 (Pt) on the 

HOMO to the higher energy level (Scheme 3.1). The extended-chain Pt …Pt 

interactions in the orange form lead to *Pt-Pt bonded extended excimer emission at 

610 nm at room temperature, and looks orange to the eye. Cooling to lower than 77 K 

also leads to a change in the physical color of the solid O1 from orange to red under 

room light without UV irradiation (90 K, Figure 3.19.).  

Scheme 3.1. Molecular diagram of Pt(ptp)2   

           

     Monomer                 Dimer               Extended chain 

     Blue-green emission       Yellow emission      Orange emission 
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Figure 3.19. Physical color and emission color of the O1 solid form at 90K. 

 
The excitation spectra reflect this change (Figure 3.20.). When the temperature 

dropped to 77K, the emission is red-shifted to 650 nm and looks similar to the data at 

90K to the eye, which is likely due to the the lattice shrinkage caused by a reduced 

Pt-N bonding or Pt-Pt distance.13  
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Figure 3.20. Luminescence spectra of Pt(ptp)2 at 77K. 

 

 When the temperature dropped to 4 K, λmax is still 650 nm, but a new shoulder 

appears at 700 nm and indicates a strong red emission (Figure 3.21.). The emission 

energy at 77 K and 4 K are both affected by the variation of excitation wavelength. 
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However, the change at 4 K is more significant. When the λexc is less than 580 nm, 

there are two peaks and when the λexc is greater than 580 nm, there is only one 

emission. All the peaks are shifted upon varying λexc. On the other hand, a tracking to 

a longer emission wavelength also stimulates an extending excitation wavelength to 

more than 650 nm (Figure 3.22.). The quantum yields of orange Pt(ptp)2 are 31% at 

R.T. and 93% at 90 K, and both results are higher than Y1 form. Unlike most Pt 

compounds, where the monomer and excimer emission only appeared in solution 

state, Pt(ptp)2 can have both in the solid state. The high QY in the orange form shows 

that the Pt-Pt interactions do not induce self-quenching of Pt(ptp)2; instead, there is 

self-sensitization, which is also consistent with the solution data v.s. concentration. 
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Figure 3.21. Emission spectra change of O1 solid with different excitation wavelength 
(4 K)  
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Figure 3.22. Excitation spectra of O1 solid at different emission wavelengths (4 K). 

 

 Figures 3.23. and 3.24. show the temperature dependent studies. Orange 

Pt(ptp)2 shows the same red emission at 650 nm from 77 K to 130 K and then slowly 

shifts to shorter wavelength from 150 K to 300 K. The intensity also quickly drops 

from 77 K to 100K and slowly drops from 130 K to 300 K. For the monitoring emission 

at 615 nm, the excitation intensities of 500 and 550 nm are different and start to 

merge when temperatures are > 150 K.  
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Figure 3.23. Emission spectra change of O1 solid at different temperature, excitation 
wavelength 430 nm 
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Figure 3.24. Excitation spectra of O1 solid at different temperatures with the emission 
wavelength at 615 nm 
 

I also obtained the lifetime for the orange form (Table 3.5); the lifetime is 142.8 ns 

at 300 K, upon cooling to 90 K, the lifetime is 628 ns that is extremely short compared 
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to other platinum compounds. Figure 3.25. is the selected raw lifetime spectrum of O1 

form. Some extremely long lifetime data were observed at 4 K, which were 2602 µs/ 

650 nm and 2509 µs/700 nm. According to Yersin et al., several triplet states are 

identified. At low temperature, the separation of those sublevels caused the longer 

relaxation time, and therefore the lifetime is extremely long in this circumstance. 

When the temperature is increased, due to the fast spin lattice relaxation, the lifetime 

is significantly decreased.57 However, the increase in lifetime (Table 3.5) or intensity 

(Figure 3.22) is not very large, consistent with the high quantum yield at room 

temperature for this O1 form. In contrast, the Y1 form has much greater increase 

upon cooling (470 ns to 10 µs), consistent with the lower quantum yield for the Y1 

form than the O1 form. 

 
Figure 3.25. Raw data of O1 form luminescence lifetime data. 
 

 Yellow Solid State (Y2): Y2 solid is one of the intermediate forms between the 

solvated and non-solvated structure, which usually were powders instead of single 

crystals. The physical and emission color is due to the HOMO and LUMO interaction 

and is considered to be a dimer (Scheme 1). The vibronic structure of the spectrum 

O1 form, 300K, exi@380nm, emi@615nm  
Chi2 : 0.9174 
Durbin Watson : 1.752 
Z : 0.01069 
Pre-exp. 1 : 0.005322+/-2.292e-007(26.03+/-0.001121%) 
Lifetime 1 : 121.7ns+/-4.389e-003 
Pre-exp. 2 : 0.01512+/-1.208e-006(73.97+/-0.005909%) 
Lifetime 2 : 22 29ns+/-1 409e-003 
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was not observed at either R.T. or 90 K (Figures 3.26. and 3.27.). The broad 

unstructured emission peaks near 586 nm at R.T. and 645 nm at 77 K indicate that 

the excimer and the extended chain form are related, and the transformations are 

reversible. The ethanol/dichloromethane solvent does not prevent the molecules from 

aggregation. In other words, the Y1 form is different from the other two forms, due to 

the hydrogen bond preventing the molecules from stacking. The Y1 form is unlikely 

transformed to O1 form without solvent involved. 
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Figure 3.26. Emission spectra of Y2 solid form at room temperature.  
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Figure 3.27. Emission spectra of Y2 solid form at 77K.   
 

The solid state emission of Pt(ptp)2 showed several distinct emissions types that 

corresponded to the molecule stacking structures and the intra Pt-Pt distance. 

According to the solid physical properties, uniform powder will only show one type of 

emission, which could be a monomer emission, a dimer emission or an extended 

excimer emission. The solution state luminescence behavior was complicated: 

although both monomer and extended excimer emission types can co-exist in a 

higher concentration solution (> 10-3 M), only monomer emission was observed in a 

lower concentration solution (<10-5 M). Dimer emission was not seen at any solution 

concentration. The solvent unlikely acts as an innocent character in the 

photoluminescence properties. The same presumption can be applied in host/dopant 

mixture thin films, in which the host material plays the same role as solvent 

molecules. When bulky solid are applied to be emissive materials in 

electrophosphorescent devices, a further examination of photophosphorescent 

properties for thin film was required. The emission behavior of Pt(ptp)2 in solid and 
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solution states provide guidance in tuning emission color in accordance with the 

host/dopant ratios. A host is the same as a solvent in emissive layer components. 

However, since thin film still has the characteristics of the solid state, a dimer 

emission should be anticipated (details are discussed in Section 3.3.5).    

 In solution and solid state, the emissions of Pt(ptp)2 for monomer and excimer 

have short nanosecond lifetimes at room temperature. In a solution, the monomer 

emission always shows a shorter lifetime than the excimer. While the excimer 

lifetimes show an insignificant difference in solution or solid state at room 

temperature, the monomer emission was likely influenced by the environment. The 

monomer lifetime is approximately 100 ns in solution, insensitive to concentration, 

and is nearly 750 ns in the solid state. For electroluminescent device fabrication, the 

lifetime is expected to be sensitive to doping concentration and effects the power 

efficiency (details are discussed in Section 3.3.5).  

 

3.3.5. Thin Film Measurement and Device Fabrication 

 Thermogravimetric analysis is a pre-step for device fabrication. Since Pt(ptp)2 

has poor solubility in the solution, vacuum-sublimation can deposit the materials 

homogeneity with desired thickness. Pt(ptp)2 was stable until the temperature 

reaches about 440°C and slowly decomposed above that temperature (Figure 3.28.). 

With proper washing steps and filtration, the solvent residual from the synthesis 

reaction is usually removed and the final product is stored under reduced pressure. 

While impurities are minimized during deposition, the thermal stability of the sample is 

essential with carefully setting temperature.3 
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Figure 3.28. Thermogravimetric analysis of O1 solid form  
 
 In a simplified device structure, for the emissive layer, Pt(ptp)2 was used as a 

dopant, and 4,4'-N,N'-dicarbazole-biphenyl (CBP) as a host. A series of solid thin film 

photophysical properties was established vs. the doping concentration of Pt(ptp)2 in 

the host. The thin films were processed in Prof. Shepherd’s lab by Ph.D. student 

Minghang Li in Department of Material Science and Engineering at the University of 

North Texas.58 According to the photoluminescence studies, the solvent interacts 

with Pt(ptp)2 and disturbs the Pt-Pt distance, therefore, the data shows similar 

monomer and excimer emission according to concentration. In solid state thin films, 

the host disturbs the Pt-Pt interaction and the variety emission colors are associated 

with the doping ratio. The initial step was to make the thin film get the possible 

monomer and excimer emission (Figure 3.29.).58 The 20% doping ratio gave the 

same spectra as 5X10-4 M concentration solution which had both monomer and 

excimer emission. The 5% doping ratio matched the monomer emission in a 10-5 M 

concentration solution. The high doping ratio shows a variety of excimer emissions, 
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which ranged from 569 nm to 575 nm; the 65% doping emission was closed to the Y2 

intermediate solid form emission. During vacuum sublimation/deposition, dopants 

may decompose if the evaporation temperature is higher than their melting point, or 

they may have chemical reactions with the host in gas phase. Therefore, the multiple 

properties of a pre-screen step for the OLED thin film devices were designed to have 

back-forward examinations. According to the thin film PL results, Pt(ptp)2 was stable 

and did not react with host. The thin film luminescence spectra were consistent with 

the solution and bulk solid emission data, with an increase in concentration resulting 

in red shift emissions. 
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Figure 3.29. Thin film photoluminescence spectra of different doping ratios based on 
Pt(ptp)2 in CBP and neat Pt(ptp)2, compared to Ref.58  
  

The inset in Figure 3.30. is the design of the OLED device. The cathode is Mg:Ag, 

the electron transport layer is made of 30 nm TPBI, the emissive layer is x% of 
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Pt(ptp)2 with or without a CBP host, the 40 nm NPB is the hole transport material and 

the substrate is ITO patterned. According to the PL data of thin films in different 

doping ratio studies, the following studies moved to the electroluminescence (EL) 

measurements in a series of doping covered a range from 3-100% (Figure 3.30).58 

The EL data are consistent with the thin film PL results. For lower than 10% doping, 

monomer emission dominates and 15-20% doping suggests a balanced monomer 

and excimer emission. Greater than 25% doping or neat 100% Pt(ptp)2, a variety of 

dimer and excimer emission can be obtained. I expected the short lifetimes of Pt(ptp)2 

to minimize the triplet-triplet quenching and bring a high efficiency in either blue-green 

(monomer) or orange (excimer) emissions. In addition, the electroluminescence was 

expected to have higher external quantum yields (EQE) than quantum yields in the 

solid. However, the power efficiencies were lower than the quantum yields in the bulk 

solid luminescence measurements (Table 3.6). For the neat film, the emission shifted 

to the hole transport layer and NPB emission was observed. The problem was later to 

be determined due to the unbalanced electronic and physical properties of Pt(ptp)2 

(details are discussed in chapter 4). After mCP was added as a layer of electron 

blocker, the charges were balanced in the emissive layer. The NBP emission is not 

observed in high concentration or neat films (Figure 3.31). Improved devices are 

demonstrated by both increased external quantum yields and power efficiencies 

(Table 3.7).  
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Figure 3.30. Normalized EL spectra for OLEDs based on Pt(ptp)2 (Data is collected 
by Prof. Shepherd in Department of Material Science and Engineering, University of 
North Texas) 
 

Table 3.6. Devices performance versus doping concentration, without electron 
blocker 

x% PEpeak  

(lm/W) 

PE1000  

(lm/W) 

EQEpeak  

(%) 

EQE1000  

(%) 

CIEpeak  

(x, y) 

CIE1000  

(x, y) 

CRIpeak  CRI1000 VT  

(V) 

3% 6.32 ±0.72 2.47±0.06 3.92±0.20 2.46±0.07 (0.229 ,0.496)  (0.225,0.472)  26 27 5.0 

5% 9.83±0.02 5.81±0.04 6.55±0.03 5.32±0.04 (0.248,0.517) (0.245,0.514) 27 30 4.0 

7.5% 8.07±0.02 7.29±0.03 4.91±0.02 4.89±0.03 (0.274,0.526) (0.272,0.526) 32 32 4.2 

10% 7.16±0.4 4.27±0.03 4.03±0.04 3.53±0.03 (0.276,0.513) (0.268,0.509) 38 35 4.4 

12% 7.63±0.21 7.22±0.16 4.84±0.14 4.78±0.11 (0.334,0.533) (0.328,0.532) 45 40 4.2 

15% 6.72±0.16 4.26±0.12 2.98±0.05 2.82±0.07 (0.333,0.536) (0.326,0.533) 45 41 4.2 

25% 1.72±0.15 0.87±0.14 0.84±0.08 0.69±0.07 (0.469,0.508) (0.418,0.518) 47 51 4.4 

45% 2.38±0.15 1.13±0.14 1.02±0.08 0.79±0.07 (0.462,0.509) (0.436,0.510) 51 56 4.0 

65%  2.28±0.22 1.17±0.20 1.69±0.23 1.09±0.22 (0.491,0.491)  (0.450,0.484) 50 53 4.2 

100% 3.18±0.07 1.15±0.23 1.44±0.18 0.82±0.13 (0.537,0.454) (0.464, 0.424) 60 68 3.2 
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Figure 3.31. Normalized EL spectra for OLEDs based on Pt(ptp)2 when mCP is added 
as an electron-blocking layer (Data are collected by Prof. Shepherd in Department of 
Material Science and Engineering, University of North Texas) 
 

Table 3.7. Device performance versus doping concentration, with electron blocker 

X% PEpeak  
(lm/W) 

PE1000  
(lm/W) 

EQEpeak  
(%) 

EQE1000  
(%) 

CIEpeak  
(x, y) 

CIE1000  
(x, y) 

CRIpeak  CRI1000 VT  
(V) 

16% 18.14±0.05 11.02±0.04 9.39±0.05 7.83±0.02 (0.285 ,0.521)  (0.290 ,0.522)  37 37 4.1  

30% 21.30±0.06 14.55±0.08 9.41±0.06 8.39±0.09 (0.342,0.536)  (0.341,0.535)  47 46 3.8 

40% 19.70±0.10 12.20±0.10 8.66±0.07 7.22±0.06 (0.376,0.531)  (0.369,0.532)  48 43 3.9 

45% 26.30±0.30 19.9±0.19 11.92±0.14 11.07±0.11 (0.417,0.525)  (0.411,0.528)  49 46 3.9 

65% 27.80±0.16 21.10±0.12 13.16±0.04 12.40±0.07 (0.446,0.516)  (0.443,0.518)  49 47 3.9 

100% 19.50±0.33 13.60±0.23 7.92±0.18 6.88±0.13 (0.476,0.506) (0.470,0.510) 44 44 3.45 
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In white light OLEDs, the EL are required to cover a full range emission. Due to 

most materials have limited emission ranges, a white light is normally generated 

spontaneously from three exciting phosphors to cover the three color elements: red, 

green and blue (RGB). If an individual emission peak is broad enough to cover half 

the visible region (380-750 nm), WOLED device structures can be simplified to two 

emissive layers: yellow plus blue dopant for cool white, or red plus blue-green dopant 

for warm white. According to these concepts, two devices were fabricated with Prof. 

Gnade’s group by PhD. student Unnat S. Bhansali.59 My purpose was to search for 

possible device structures using one or two dopants to replace incandescent or 

fluorescent light bulbs. The Commission Internationale d’Eclairage (CIE) and color 

rendering index (CRI) coordinates are important indexes for the white light device 

design. For the first white light device (Figure 3.32.), CIE was used as an index for the 

two-dopant device and targeted CIE coordinated at (0.33, 0.33), so called theoretical 

pure white coordinates.6,7 From the thin film and solution photoluminescence data, 

monomer emission of Pt(ptp)2 is blue-green (CIE = (0.229 ,0.496) and a pure blue 

emission (λmax ~ 450 nm) is absent; therefore, a commercial available material, 

4,4-bis(9-ethyl-3- carbazovinylcarbazovinylene)- 1,1-biphenyl (BCzVBi) was applied 

as the deep-blue dopant (λmax = 450 nm). The emission above 480 nm is contributed 

by a 30% Pt(ptp)2, which is known to have yellow-green emission with a slight 

contribution in the blue-green region. The device displayed steady emission; with a 

change of voltages from 5.8 to 7.6 V, the CRI shifted slightly from 73 to 76 and the 

CIE coordinates shift from (0.28, 0.32) to (0.30, 0.37).59  
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Figure 3.32. Top: the cool white OLED picture. Bottom: Normalized EL spectra of the 
WOLED consisting of CBP(host), BCzVBi (blue) and Pt(ptp)2 (green-yellow). Current 
densities range from 0.5 to 100 mA/cm2. Inset: Device structure (Data are collected 
by Prof. Gnade’s group. Details are in Ref.59) 
 

 For the second white device, a warm white color was attempted. Pt(ptp)2 was 

used as the only dopant (Figure 3.33.).60 Although the photoluminescence data of 

15%-20% doping ratios for thin films already demonstrated balanced white spectra, a 

orange-red color is only present in a neat 100% film. Therefore, the warm white 

device separated the blue-green (low-doped Pt(ptp)2) and the orange-red (100% 

Pt(ptp)2) to two emissive layers. The device had good charge balance and emission 

from both the monomer and excimer had CRI of 82. In addition, the orange emission 

is well balanced at 608 nm which is only observed in 100% neat thin film.  
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Figure 3.33. Top left: Warm white OLED design; Top left: picture of device; bottom:  
normalized electroluminescence spectra of the SWOLED (Data are collected by Prof. 
Gnade’s group.) 
 
 
 Our group demonstrated that metal based phosphorescent phophors can replace 

fluorescent materials in OLED devices. 61 , 62 , 63  From the photoluminescence 

measurement, blue-green Pt(ptp)2 has a lower quantum yield measurement than the 

orange form; In extending to the fabrication of warm white devices, this emissive layer 

is the weakest function in this ultimate device. Dr. Gaspar et al at Pacific Northwest 

National Laboratory (PNNL) developed an ambipolar and higher triplet energy host to 

optimize the power efficiency and external quantum efficiency of Pt(ptp)2 for 
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blue-green emission.64 HM-A1, the host that is designed to optimize blue dopants 

which have highest LUMO or wider band gap than other dopant (green, red, etc,.). 

The cathode is LiF/Al, the electron transport layer is 500 Å of PO-15, the TAPC is the 

hole transport material. The device structure was in ITO/350 Å TAPC /150 Å x% 

Pt(ptp)2: HM-A1 /500 Å PO-15 /LiF/Al. The best power efficiency was 61 lm/W for a 

5% Pt(ptp)2 doping ratio, after testing various ratios for monomer emission. The 

results show Pt(ptp)2 has better contribution than FIrpic, currently the best blue-green 

dopant, in the power efficiency.64 The optimize result is possible from the more green 

emission in Pt(ptp)2. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

 From the crystal structure and the spectral data, Pt(ptp)2 has distinguishable 

monomer and extended chain forms. Even though various dimer forms can also be 

observed, the most common one is a bright-yellow color solid form. Pt(ptp)2 

compound also shows interesting balanced monomer and excimer luminescence 

results in solution concentration dependent studies. The results are guidelines for 

tunable and color balanced device fabrication. The quantum yield and external 

quantum efficiency are also associated with the emission energy. The monomer is 

from mononuclear emission which has more ligand character and the lowest quantum 

yield, and is disadvantaged for a blue-green device. However, using a high triplet 

energy host, having complete energy transfer from the host to the dopant and under 

well balanced charge, the PE and EQE have been improved. The orange emission is 

from an extended chain emission and the strong Pt-Pt interaction enhances 

spin-orbital coupling and triplet emission.57 The quantum yield is up to 31 which is 

better than 9.2% in monomer emission. The extremely short lifetime is expected to 
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minimize the triplet-triplet annihilation which usually happens in long lifetime metal 

phosphors. All the results are showing that Pt(ptp)2 is beneficial as an orange or red 

emissive material. The latest result was 25 lm/W when an electron blocker was added 

to make a balanced recombination zone. When Pt(ptp)2 is used for white light 

devices, the results are showing desired warm or cool white colors. The power 

efficiencies have not achieved the same results in the individual doping devices and 

will need further optimization. 
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CHAPTER 4 

N-TYPE PYRIDYL-TRIAZOLATE COMPLEXES OF GROUP 10 DIVALENT METALS 
FOR ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTOR APPLICATIONS 

 
4.1 Introduction 

 An organic field-effect transistor (OFET) is an on/off switching device for different 

types of electronic devices (Figure 4.1).1 When a voltage is applied on the gate, the 

electrons flow horizontally from the source to the drain under electric field.1 To 

response the switching state quickly, high electron mobility is essential in a p-channel 

device. If the organic layer is replaced by a n-channel material, the on/off state will be 

determined by hole mobility. Transistor can also integrate with the organic 

light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) in some electronic devices such as monitor displays of 

TVs, computers, camcorders, etc. Unlike inorganic-based FETs, which preferentially 

conduct either holes or electrons according to the doped impurities; the conductivity 

of organic-based FETs is determined by the inherent organic compound properties 

without doping.2 For classification, organic semiconductors can conduct both holes 

and electrons and are usually defined as p-channel or n-channel materials (or as an 

alternative notation p-type or n-type materials) depending on the conduction rate of 

charge carriers in these materials.3 While p-channel materials move holes efficiently, 

n-channel materials conduct high ratio electrons. There are fewer studies of n-type 

than p-type organic materials or inorganic complexes in the field of organic 

electronics. N-type organic materials or inorganic complexes are desired to have their 

LUMOs at ~3-4 eV, but many such materials are usually sensitive to oxygen and 

water and require low work function metal contacts.3 P-type organic materials are 

stable and have been well studied4 and commercially available. For example, a 

recent report from our OFET collaborator, Prof. Gnade, used a hybrid transistor 

fabrication. A p-channel organic compound, pentacene, is integrated with an 
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n-channel inorganic compound, amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) in a flexible substrate.5 

Most known n-type organic materials are designed by structural modification, for 

example by adding electron-withdrawing functional groups analogous to p-type 

materials and thus cause increased electron affinities.2 Figure 4.2. shows the most 

common p-type OFET materials while Figure 4.3 shows their n-type analogs.  

 

Figure  4.1. Organic field-effect transistor device structure 
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Figure 4.2. P-type/channel common materials: a) pentacene; b) poly(3-hexyl 
thiophene)(P3HT); c) copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) 
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Figure 4.3. N-type/channel common materials: a) perfluoropentacene; b) 
α,ω-diperfluoro-hexylsexithiophene (DHF-6T); c) copper 
hexadecafluorophthalocyanine (F16CuPc) 
 

 On the other hand, highly efficient OLED devices need both n- and p- type 

materials to balance the recombination of holes and electrons in the emissive layers. 

N-type compounds can act as an electron transporter to move the charge carrier 

away from the cathode, minimize the quenching of charge carriers and increase the 

brightness.6 Use of effective electron transport layer (ETL) materials can lower the 

turn-on voltage and enhance electron injection. In addition to the capability in p-n 

junction diodes, n-type compounds are essential in bipolar transistors and organic 

photovoltaic devices. A good electron transporter generally requires a LUMO or 

HOMO that is suitable to the electrodes’ work functions to allow selective transport of 

electrons but not holes, high electron mobility concomitant with low hole mobility, high 

temperature stability and good polycrystalline arrangement.3,7 High glass transition 
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temperature with amorphous surface should minimize degradation problem.8 ETL 

materials with a wide band gap can also act as hole blockers in raising OLED device 

efficiency,9 because usually there is greater number of holes than electrons from the 

overall collection of organic materials in different layers. 

 I began the research of n-type materials with a new discovery in the OLED 

project. Pyridyl-triazole ligands have been used with iridium (III) for OLEDs as 

emitting materials.10 I used the 3,5-di(2-pyridyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazole (ptp) to react with 

platinum(II) and extended the range of application of such ligands to d8 square planar 

complexes. The platinum (II) pyridyltriazolate compound, Pt(ptp)2, showed various 

physical and emission colors from different polymorphs, giving rise to promising 

results for OLEDs.11,12 From the EL data in this chapter, it is shown that the power 

efficiency and quantum yield can be improved at high phosphor concentration upon 

balancing the charge carrier flow; the results are opposite to most metal complexes 

which usually show higher efficiency at lower concentration. This chapter shows how 

Pt(ptp)2 acts as an electron transporter, a finding that was used to improve the 

performance of OLEDs versus the device structures used in the previous chapter. 

The realization of the n-type character in OLEDs based on Pt(ptp)2 has motivated us 

to also start a new project on OFETs from this compound and its Pd(II) and Ni(II) 

congeners. 

 Early on, interest of other groups in the 1,2,4-triazole system was primarily due to 

the capability of its derivatives to bridge multiple metal ions and studying the 

corresponding charge exchange coupling.13 Particular attention was paid to pyridyl 

substitution on the C3 and C5 positions, which makes the whole molecule a structural 

analogue for 2,2’:6’,2”-terpyridine.13 Other related derivatives now include 

pyridyl-pyridazine groups. 14 , 15 , 16  According to previous coordination chemistry 
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studies of pyridyl-triazoles, the possible metal-ligand coordination modes have 

included mononuclear, dinuclear chelate or metal-bridging compounds. 17  The 

magnetic behavior of some transition metal triazoles has been studied for many 

years.14 Recently, triazoles have been suggested as possible n-type semiconductor 

materials:18 the aromatic center is electron deficient and heterocyclic rings are 

usually effective at providing electron delocalization. The three M(ptp)2 synthetic 

targets combining electron poor ligands and group 10 divalent metal centers are 

assessed as possible n-type OLED emitters and/or electron transport materials in 

OFETs.  

 In taking advantage of the aforementioned favorable characteristics of the ptp 

ligand and the expected high mobility of its square planar complexes for charge 

transport, I synthesized and characterized a series of M(ptp)2 compounds. Related 

work in our group involves triazolatecan coordination with group 11 monovalent 

metals (Cu, Ag, and Au) to form metal trimers or coordination polymers with 

exceptionally high π or Lewis acidity upon suitable metal/ligand/substituent 

variation.19,20,21,22,23 In this chapter, I discussed the same characteristics in d8 

complexes. The triazole ligand with two added pyridyl groups, which are also electron 

deficient aromatics rings,24 can stabilize the resultant metal complexes. All M(ptp)2 

species targeted herein (M = Ni, Pd and Pt) are designed to be electron poor 

complexes in an effort to attain n-type semiconducting materials. The five- and 

six-membered aromatic rings with nitrogen heteroatoms are expected to induce 

quadrapolar positive charge at the center of the M(ptp)2 molecule. The planar 

geometry of M(ptp)2 will enhance the metal center interaction and bring shorter 

spacing of aromatic rings. With the linear stacking, those compounds have the 

potential to exhibit strong ππ, metal-metal (M-M), and or M-π interactions and thus 
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enhance electron transport. The effort here is distinct from other efforts to utilize 

fluorination in organic molecules, such as perfluoropentacene and DHF-6T, or 

inorganic complexes F16CuPc (Figure 4.3.), because M(ptp)2 complexes are 

non-fluorinated. Material evaporation and safety considerations may favor M(ptp)2 

complexes over fluorinated compounds, as well as their thermal stability which has 

been used in OLED device (Chapter 3). 

 N-type materials can be used in two potential applications, one of which is as the 

ETL for OLED applications and another is for n-channel OFETs. The first ETL metal 

complex is 8-hydroxyquinoline aluminum (Alq3), which was applied by Tang and 

Valyske in the first breakthrough OLEDs exhibiting reasonable efficiencies in the 

1980s.25 Later, the same 8-hydroxyquinoline ligand with larger size indium (In)26 or 

zinc (Zn)27 metal atoms improved the electron affinity and charge mobility. The first 

stable n-type inorganic complex for OFETs was reported by Bao et al. The F16CuPc 

has a planar structure with electron withdrawing groups, which has an electron 

mobility of 5x10-3 cm2V-1s-1 at 30°C.28 

 The pyridyl-triazolate complexes of Pt(II), Pd(II) and Ni(II) synthesized in this 

chapter are characterized by electronic absorption, infrared (IR), thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA), and X-ray single crystal measurements. The results of those 

characterizations are assessed in terms of suitability of the materials to act as 

electron transporters for OLEDs and as n-type semiconductors for OFETs. 

Supporting results from ongoing collaborating efforts with the Gnade and Shepherd 

groups to fabricate such devices are presented for the demonstration of the materials’ 

potential in functioning devices. 
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4.2. Experimental Section 

4.2.1. Materials 

 The 4-amino-3,5-di(2-pyridyl)- 4H-1,2,4- triazole and cis-Bis(benzonitrile) 

dichloroplatinum(II) were purchased from Aldrich. The synthesis of 

3,5-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4- triazolate were modified from a previous literature 

procedure.17 

 

4.2.2. Characterization 

 X-ray crystallography: The X-ray diffraction data were obtained using a Bruker 

SMART APEX II CCD detector system equipped with a Mo-target X-ray tube (λ = 

0.71073 Å) with a graphite monochromator operated at 50 kV ( 30 mA ) at 100 (2)K. 

Data collection, indexing, and initial cell refinements were done by using APEX2 

software with a narrow-frame algorithm.29 The Bruker SAINT was used to integrate 

the frames and refine the final cells.30 Structure solution, refinement, graphic and 

generation of materials were performed by using SHELXTL software program 

package.31 

 Electronic absorption: Electronic absorption was measured in 1 cm suprasil 

quartz cuvets using the Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 double-beam UV/vis/NIR 

spectrophotometer.  

 Diffuse reflectance: The measurements were done using the Lambda™ 900 with 

the LabSphere® integrating sphere. The samples were placed on filter paper. 

 Thermogravimetric analysis: Pd(ptp)2, Ni(ptp)2 and Ni(ptp)2(py)2 were measured 

using the thermal control measurement and samples were placed on a platinum 

sample plate analyzed using a Q 50 thermogravimetric analyzer (TA Instruments). 

The data collection was done by Thermal Advantage Software and the data were 
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processed by the Universal Analysis 2000 program. 

 

4.2.3. Synthesis 

 3,5-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazolate (ptp): The synthesis of 3,5-bis(2-pyridyl) -1,2,4 

– triazolate (a.k.a. ptp) ligand followed the procedures from the literature.32 I  used 

the 4-amino-3,5- di(2-pyridyl)- 4H-1,2,4- triazole as the starting material. Unlike the 

original process, I kept the reaction in the ice bath and let it back to room temperature 

slowly. The final product was purified by column chromatography using a 50 cm 

column packed with silica gel and washed with methanol : dichloromethane 

(4%:96%).The yield was about 80%.  

 Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 (1) and Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5(H2O)4(2): I followed the Pt(ptp)2 

synthesis procedures in Chapter 3. For complex 1, sodium tetrachloropalladate 

(NaPdCl4) was the precursor to react with ptp ligand in a 1 to 2 ratio in a pyridine/H2O 

mixture and refluxed for three days. The yield was about 85%. Crystal growth was 

operated by a mixed solvent, methanol/ dichloromethane and as a solvated form. The 

coordination geometry of complex 1 was the same as in Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2. Complex 2 

was obtained by adding one ratio of nickel(II) perchlorate hexahydrate 

(Ni(ClO4)6·H2O) to 2 ratios of ptp ligand in a pyridine/H2O mixed solution. The final 

yield was less than 50%. The Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5(H2O)4 was grown in a pyridine/H2O 

mixed solvent and as a six coordinate octahedral complex.  

 Ni(ptp)2 (3): The synthesis procedure followed the Pt(ptp)2 synthesis procedure 

described in Chapter 3. Instead of using pyridine as the solvent, 2-butanol was 

applied in the reaction. The final product was a light purple powder and does not 

dissolve in any solvent, except an ammonium hydroxide solution. Crystal growth has 

not been successful yet.  
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4.2.4. Computational Studies 

 Density functional theory calculations were applied to determine the relevant 

crystals and molecular structures (performed at Dr. Jincheng Du’s lab in the material 

science department). The crystal structures were calculated using the Vienna ab initio 

Simulation Package (VASP)33,34 while the molecular calculations were performed 

using the Gaussian 03 package35. Full geometry optimization was achieved using 

VASP for the crystals with the PBE exchange and correlation functional36,37 and the 

PAW pseudopotentials38. The electronic density of states (DOS) were calculated 

based on the fully relaxed crystal structures.  

 The electronic structure and energy levels of the monomers were calculated 

using Gaussian 0335. The monomers were extracted from the relaxed crystals and 

fully relaxed by putting the molecular in a 15x15x15 Angstrom box using VASP. 

These relaxed molecules were used to perform single point calculations within 

Gaussian 03 using the B3LYP39 hybrid functional and CEP-31G basis set40 where 

the HOMO and LUMO orbitals and energy levels were analyzed.  

 

4.3. Results and Discussion 

4.3.1. Synthesis 

 For the Pd(ptp)2 reaction, since methanol was not involved in the reaction, the 

final crude product was in a non-solvated form and stable under ambient atmosphere. 

Pyridine did not coordinate with Pd (II) and the molecule was square planar. Pd(ptp)2 

was a pale yellow powder and was colorless in solution. The single crystal, 

Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 was grown in a mixture of methanol and dichloromethane. The 

physical color of solvated crystals or non-solvated powder did not appear significantly 

different, unlike the situation for Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 noted in Chapter 3. 
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 For the Ni(ptp)2(py)2 reaction, two pyridine molecules are involved in coordination, 

and the solid had a gray color. Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5(H2O)4 was soluble in pyridine and 

formed a purple solution. When the mauve solid was ground to a powder, it turned to 

a near white color. The anomalous change in nickel coordination numbers could be 

caused by three possibilities: additional ligands attaching to the metal center, 

equilibrium of mononuclear and polynuclear, and equilibrium of square planar and 

tetrahedral isomers.41 From the crystal structure, the mauve form indicates an 

octahedral structure in which two pyridine molecules bond with the nickel (II) center 

on the z-axis. The pyridine-nickel bond forms during the reaction and due to the 

expected bond strength, the square planar Ni(ptp)2 is hard to obtain from this 

reaction. Nevertheless, I managed to isolate Ni(ptp)2 powder using 2-butanol as the 

solvent instead of pyridine. However, in absence of an X-ray structure, the geometry 

cannot be ascertained as square planar, tetrahedral, or tetragonally distorted 

octahedral through intermolecular pyridine-Ni interactions. 

 The poor solubility of metal triazolates limits further solution measurements. A 

similar problem also existed in tetrazole metal complexes.42 In some cases, the 

reactions were prepared by adding metal ions and tetrazoles in ammonium hydroxide 

to prevent precipitation or improve the crystallinity. Ammonia molecules were strongly 

trapped in the crystallization products because they can bond to metal centers and 

are thus hard to remove. 

 

4.3.2 Crystal Structures 

 Similar to the Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 crystal (chapter 3), Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 was grown 

using the same solvent mixture: Methanol / Dichloromethane in a 1/9 ratio. Methanol 

formed hydrogen bonding with the non-coordinating nitrogen on pyridine; therefore, 
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the solvated Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 structure was like the Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 Y1 form 

(Figure 4.4). The crystal is monoclinic showing the mononuclear complex and stacks 

in a columnar arrangement; each set crosses another one (Figure 4.5.). The Pd-Pd 

distance between adjacent Pd(ptp)2 complexes is 4.62 Å which is 0.02 Å longer than 

the one in Pt(ptp)2. Interaction between metal centers or molecules is unlikely to 

happen. I did not obtain a non-solvated Pd(ptp)2 single crystal and could not 

determine the possible difference from a physical color or any spectra studies.  

 

      

Figure 4.4. Molecular structure of Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2  
 

 

a)                         b)                    c)  

   

Figure 4.5. ORTEP of Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 stacking types from different rotation angles 
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 The Ni(ptp)2(py)2 crude product did not dissolve in most solvents, and the crystal 

was obtained from pyridine (Figure 4.6.). Since two pyridine molecules bond on the 

z-axis, the unit cell is unlike mononuclear Pd(ptp)2 or Pt(ptp)2 that have methanol 

forming hydrogen bonding and the crystal system is triclinic instead of monoclinic. 

The coordinated pyridine ligands also prevent the linear columnar stacking observed 

in the Pt(ptp)2 orange form. The crystal has huge quantities of pyridine (~37%) and 

water (~6%) molecules (Figure 4.7.), which are also seen in other Nickel tetrazoles, 

such as Ni(tmptt)2·2NH3·H2O; or triazole-pyridyl compounds, such as 

[NiL2]Cl2·3H2O.43 In Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5(H2O)4, water forms strong N…H-O bonds to 

the uncoordinated pyridine solvent and the uncoordinated pyridyl rings of ptp. As 

such, the solvent molecules are hard to remove from the crystal voids. Thermal 

evaporation or high temperature heating under reduced pressure is required in 

Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5(H2O)4 to eliminate solvent (details see Section 4.3.5). 

 Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5(H2O)4, without two coordinated pyridines would otherwise be 

a square planar structure; the angle of N(8)-Ni(1)-N(2) is 179.67°(11) and 

N(7)-Ni(1)-N(1) is 178.86°(9). The non-coordinated pyridyl rings are slightly bent: 

unlike M(ptp)2 which has methanol in the unit cell, Ni(ptp)2(py)2 has pyridine and 

water to stabilize the crysatal. Table 1 lists the metal-nitrogen bonding for all three 

compounds. Ni-N bonding is longer than either Pt-N or Pd-N and shows weaker 

bonding. Ni-N (pyridine) actually has a strong bond with the nickel center and could 

not be removed by vaporization. 
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Figure 4.6. Molecular structure of Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5(H2O)4 

 

 

 

Figure  4.7. Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5(H2O)4 structure packing 
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 For the comparison of Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2, Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 and 

Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5(H2O)4, the crystal systems are different due to the pyridine 

bonding to the nickel center (Table 4.1). In Chapter 3, the orange Pt(ptp)2 shows a 

linear stacking and a close distance (3.289 Å) between adjacent platinum atoms. The 

short intermolecular distance brings the overlapped metal and π- orbitals to yield 

stronger π-π and M-M interactions which match the requirements for electron 

transport. Non-solvated Pt(ptp)2, Pd(ptp)2 and Ni(ptp)2 are expected to have similar 

linear stacking. The interaction between two Pd or Ni atoms are likely weaker than 

Pt-Pt due to the smaller ionic radius of Pd(II),44 the same as Ni(II), but the π-π 

interaction should still be enhanced if the range is 3.5-3.9 Å.7,44,45 The structure of 

Ni(ptp)2 is still unknown and needs further study. 

 Table 4.2 is the list M-N bond lengths and N-M-N bond angles for solvated 

M(ptp)2 complexes. Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 and Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 are isostructural and 

almost identical in their formula, space groups and metal-ligand bonding interactions. 

For the bond length comparison, Pt-N and Pd-N are just slightly different, 0.009 Å in 

M-Npyridyl and 0.0026 Å in M-Ntriazole. In previous studies about group 11 metal ions, 

the crystallographic metal-ligand distances were used to calculate the covalent 

radii.19,46 Thus, the covalent radius in group 11 was determined to be: Cu(I) (1.13 Å) 

< Au(I) (1.25 Å ) < Ag(I) (1.33 Å), according to Schmidbaur and co-workers,46 while 

similar values obtained more recently by our group: Cu(I) (1.11 Å) < Au(I) (1.25 Å ) < 

Ag(I) (1.34 Å).19 Precedents for the determination of covalent radii of group 10 

elements included the work of Suresh and Kogain in which they obtained: Ni (1.077Å) 

< Pt (1.227 Å ) < Pd (1.240 Å).47 Upon a simple calculation of metal atom size after 

subtraction of the nitrogen covalent radius, 0.75 Å,48 I obtain an average covalent 

radius of Pt(II) as 1.2634 Å and Pd(II) as 1.267 Å. These values are similar to those 
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reported by Suresh and Koga. These results are also similar to those reported for 

group 10 discussed earlier;19,46 in both situations, the “lanthanide contraction” 

phenomenon accounts for the smaller size of the third-row transition metal. Although 

Ni(II) will be 1.3438 Å with this analysis, showing a larger size, the comparison should 

not include Ni(II) due to the qualitative difference especially in geometry (octahedral 

vs. square planar, thus repulsion by six ligands causes longer M-L distances), but 

also other factors such as ligand composition (presence vs. absence of pyridine axial 

co-ligands), solvation (MeOH vs. pyridine and H2O), and crystal symmetry (triclinic vs. 

monoclinic space group). Table 4.3 shows a list of M-N bonds for the platinum and 

palladium complexes in this work vs. relevant literature. The coordination modes are 

similar in both sets; Pt(hppzh)2 has a pyrazole ligand instead of triazole. A substituent 

change on the triazole ring has a smaller effect vs. the pyrazole ring in terms of 

metal-nitrogen bond length. The M-Npyridyl distance is 0.023 Å longer in the 

pyrazole-based ligands.  

For Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5 (H2O)4, the M-Ntriazolate bond strength is weaker than that 

in Pt(II) or Pd(II), but the Ni-Ntriazolate bonds are still stronger than Ni-Npyridyl bonds. All 

three d8 metals favor σ-donating ligands rather than π-accepters for the bonding with 

triazolates and pyrazolates (through the particularly accessible lone pairs given the 

presence of multiple electron-withdrawing N atoms in the heterocyclic aromatic rings). 

The near 180 degree N-M-N (trans) bond angles of Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 and 

Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 suggest non-distorted square planar geometries. Even for the 

octahedral Ni(II) complex, the 178.26-178.86 degree angles for trans ligands within 

the Ni(ptp)2 unit suggest that axial coordination of two pyridine ligands does not 

significantly disturb the square-planar ptp coordination, hence rendering the 

Ni(ptp)2(py)2 as an example of the well-known tetragonal distortion phenomenon in 
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coordination compounds. The pyridine ligands coordinate to Ni(II) with perfect 90 

degree angles with respect to the square plane and exhibit a bond length range of 

2.122-2.149 Å, suggesting a strong covalent bonding characters as opposed to ionic 

bonding. 

Table 4.1. X-ray crystal structure of solvated M(ptp)2 complexes  

Compound Pt(ptp)2·2MeOH Pd(ptp)2·2MeOH Ni(ptp)2(py)2·(py)5.5 (H2O)4 

Empirical formula  C26 H24 N10 O2 Pt C26 H24 N10 O2 Pd 
C51.50 H51.50 N15.50 Ni 

O4 

Formula weight  703.64 614.95 1010.29 

Temperature (K) 100(2) K 100(2) K 100(2) K 

Crystal system  Monoclinic Monoclinic Triclinic 

Space group  P 2(1)/n  P 2(1)/n P-1 

a, Å a = 10.6387(6)  a = 10.6587(17)  a = 13.654(2)  

b, Å b = 4.5984(2)  b = 4.6223(7)  b = 13.709(3)  

c, Å c = 24.7350(13)  c = 24.584(4)  c = 16.601(4)  

α, deg 90°. 90°. 66.619(2)°. 

β, deg 95.0440(10)°. 94.738(2)°. 67.277(2)°. 

γ , deg 90°. 90°. 63.421(2)°. 

Volume 1205.37(11) A3 1207.0(3) A3 2467.0(9) A3 

Z 2 2 2 

Density (calculated) 1.939 mg/m3 1.692 mg/m3 1.360 mg/m3 

Absorption coefficient 5.870 mm-1 0.818 mm-1 0.456 mm-1 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.086 1.011 1.002 

Final R indices 

[I>2sigma(I)] 

R1 = 0.0169, wR2 = 

0.0377 

R1 = 0.0252, wR2 = 

0.0698 

R1 = 0.0568, wR2 = 

0.1457 

R indices (all data) 
R1 = 0.0197, wR2 = 

0.0391 

R1 = 0.0327, wR2 = 

0.0747 

R1 = 0.0672, wR2 = 

0.1536 
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Table 4.2. Comparison of M-N bond lengths and N-M-N bond angles in solvated 

M(ptp)2 complexes                      

Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 Ni(ptp)2(py)22·(py)5.5 (H2O)4 

Pt(1)-N(2) (Tz) 1.9941(19) Pd(1)-N(2) (Tz) 1.9915(18) Ni(1)-N(8) (Tz) 2.035(2) 

Pt(1)-N(2)#1 (Tz) 1.9942(19) Pd(1)-N(2)#1 (Tz) 1.9915(18) Ni(1)-N(2) (Tz) 2.043(2) 

Pt(1)-N(1)#1 (py) 2.0328(19) Pd(1)-N(1) (py) 2.0418(18) Ni(1)-N(7) (py) 2.106(2) 

Pt(1)-N(1) (py) 2.0328(19) Pd(1)-N(1)#1 (py) 2.0418(18) Ni(1)-N(1) (py) 2.108(2) 

Average 2.0134 Average 2.0167 Ni(1)-N(6)  2.122(2) 

       Ni(1)-N(12)  2.149(3) 

N(2)-Pt(1)-N(2)#1 180.00(5) N(2)-Pd(1)-N(2)#1 179.999(1) N(8)-Ni(1)-N(2) 179.67(11) 

N(2)-Pt(1)-N(1) 79.28(8) N(2)-Pd(1)-N(1) 79.92(7) N(8)-Ni(1)-N(7) 79.20(8) 

N(2)#1-Pt(1)-N(1) 100.72(8) N(2)#1-Pd(1)-N(1) 100.08(7) N(2)-Ni(1)-N(7) 100.58(8) 

N(2)-Pt(1)-N(1)#1 100.72(8) N(2)-Pd(1)-N(1)#1 100.08(7) N(8)-Ni(1)-N(1) 101.02(9) 

N(2)#1-Pt(1)-N(1)#1 79.28(8) N(2)#1-Pd(1)-N(1)#1 79.92(7) N(2)-Ni(1)-N(1) 79.20(9) 

N(1)#1-Pt(1)-N(1) 180 N(1)-Pd(1)-N(1)#1 180 N(7)-Ni(1)-N(1) 178.86(9) 

       N(8)-Ni(1)-N(6) 89.67(9) 

       N(2)-Ni(1)-N(6) 90.09(9) 

       N(7)-Ni(1)-N(6) 90.66(8) 

       N(1)-Ni(1)-N(6) 90.45(9) 

       N(8)-Ni(1)-N(12) 90.38(9) 

       N(2)-Ni(1)-N(12) 89.87(9) 

       N(7)-Ni(1)-N(12) 91.05(9) 

       N(1)-Ni(1)-N(12) 87.83(9) 

        N(6)-Ni(1)-N(12) 178.26(9) 
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Table 4.3. Comparison of M-N bond lengths in related square complexes. Notation:  
fmptz = 5-(6-methylpyridin-2-yl)-3-trifluoromethyl-1,2,4-triazole and hppzh = 
3-heptafluoropropyl-substituted 5-(2-pyridyl) pyrazoles      
 

Metal Complexes Bond length (Å) r 

Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 Pt(1)-N(2)  1.9941 1.244 
   Pt(1)-N(1)  2.0328 1.283 
   Avg 2.01345 1.263 
Pt(fmptz)2 

ref42a Pt–N(2) 1.996 1.246 
   Pt–N(1)  2.045 1.295 
   Avg 2.0205 1.271 
Pt(hppzh)2

 ref42b Pt-Npz(2) 1.979 1.229 
   Pt-N(1) 2.056 1.306 
   Avg 2.0175 1.268 
Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 Pd(1)-N(2)  1.9915 1.242 
   Pd(1)-N(1)  2.0418 1.292 
    Avg 2.01665 1.267 

 

4.3.3 Electronic Absorption and Diffuse Reflectance 

 The absorption spectra of Pt(ptp)2 and Pd(ptp)2 in high concentration is dissimilar. 

The aggregation band is observed in 10-3 M of Pt(ptp)2 but is not seen in the Pd(ptp)2 

solution (Figure 4.8.). The MLCT absorption is stronger and blue-shifted by ~ 3200 

cm-1 for Pd(ptp)2 vs. its Pt(II) congener, giving rise to λmax of 347 nm (extended until 

baseline is reached at 410 nm) and εmax = 5 × 103 M-1cm-1, compared to 391 nm and 

εmax = 2 × 103 M-1cm-1 in Pt(ptp)2.49,50 The 10-4 M Pd(ptp)2 and Pt(ptp)2 solutions show 

a similar absorption profile. Another absorption starting from approximately 270 nm to 

320 nm is determined to be a π-π* transition. According to Yersin et al., the MLCT in 

Pd(2-thpy)2 (2-thpy= 2-(2-thieny)-pyridinate) complexes has a greater 

ligand-centered (LC) character due to the smaller 4d orbitals, while Pt(2-thpy)2 metal 

center has 5d orbitals which have relatively larger metal character in an MLCT.49 
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Similar studies for Pt(diimine)(dithiolene) complexes also suggested greater overlap 

of Pt-ligand orbitals to bring the HOMO to a higher energy level.51  

 The solid state comparison was determined using diffuse reflectance of the ptp 

ligand, solvated and non-solvated Pd(ptp)2 and Pt(ptp)2 complexes (Figure 4.9.). The 

ptp lignad has π-π* transition from 250-350 nm. Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 shows π-π* and 

MLCT major absorptions from 250 nm to 450 nm. The absorption for non-solvated 

Pt(ptp)2 shows extended absorption until ~ 600 nm due to strong MLCT and 

association bands. The sharp decline in the UV absorption of non-solvated Pt(ptp)2 is 

due to its strong luminescent signals, which gives rise to intensified I/I0 signals in the 

integrating sphere. On the other hand, non-solvated Pd(ptp)2 does not have emission 

at room temperature and thus its diffuse reflectance spectrum spans continuous 

absorptions within 250-475 nm to include both the π-π* and MLCT bands.   

   

Figure 4.8. UV/Vis of Pd(ptp)2 v.s. concentration in methanol/dichloromethane (1/9 
ratio), 5X10-3 M (––), 5X10-4 M (––), 5X10-5 M (––), 5X10-6 M (––) 
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Figure 4.9. Diffuse reflectance of ptp (––), Pd(ptp)2 (––), Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 (––), and 
Pt(ptp)2 (––) 
 
 
 The crystalline Ni(ptp)2(py)2 powder is octahedral and less relevant to 

comparison with the Pd and Pt square planar complexes. The UV/Vis solution spectra 

of Ni(ptp)2(py)2 show two absorption bands due to spin-allowed d-d transitions, which 

are not found in planar complexes (Figure 4.10.). The two peaks at 558 and 927 nm 

are 3A2g→3T1g (F) and 3A2g→ 3T2g transitions, following literature assignments for 

Ni(II) octahedral complexes.52,53 The third absorption in the UV region is considered 

to be a combination of 3A2g→3T1g (P) spin allowed transitions hidden under the more 

intense π-π* and charge transfer transitions.52,53 The diffuse reflectance of the 

Ni(ptp)2(py)2 and Ni(ptp)2 also show two d-d transitions: 563 nm is indicated by 

3A2g→3T1g (F) and 902 nm is 3A2g→ 3T2g transitions (Figure 4.11.). The solution and 

solid state spectra of Ni(ptp)2(py)2 show the same electronic absorption; however, the 

relative intensities are different. The d-d transition is extremely weak, but the π-π* 
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transition is extremely strong in solution. The solid state shows stronger a d-d 

transition and weaker π-π* transition. In comparing crystalline Ni(ptp)2(py)2 and the 

bulk powder of Ni(ptp)2, the absorption peaks do not show a significant difference, 

except that the d-d transition of Ni(ptp)2 is weaker than that in Ni(ptp)2(py)2. This 

result makes it more likely that Ni(ptp)2 is more likely to have intermolecular 

tetragonal distortion; if it were tetrahedral or isolated square planar units one would 

expect greater difference in energy, profile, and/or intensity vs. Ni(ptp)2(py)2. 

Nevertheless, this remains speculation in absence of crystallographic data for 

Ni(ptp)2. 

 

Figure 4.10. UV/Vis of Ni(ptp)2(py)2 in pyridine 
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Figure 4.11. Diffuse reflectance of Ni(ptp)2(py)2 (––)and Ni(ptp)2 (––) 
 
 
 The diffuse reflectance spectrum of Ni(ptp)2 was measured under two conditions 

(Figure 4.12.), one of which was measured before solvent evaporation and another 

was done after heating in the TGA furnace. Solvent coordination is much less likely to 

take place with 2-butanol vs. pyridine. Ni(ptp)2 does not dissolve in 2-butanol and the 

color is light purple. The d-d transition was observed before and after heating to 

350°C in the TGA system. This again reinforces the above assumption that the ptp 

ligand (through the free pyridine in the 5-position) may have interaction to the Ni(II) 

center, which has shown a tendency to be stabilized in octahedral environments. 

Unlike the situation for the Pt(ptp)2 complex, Ni-Ni interaction is not observed in 

Ni(ptp)2(py)2 and is also presumed absent in Ni(ptp)2, based on the above spectral 

analysis, which makes these Ni materials less useful for OLED or OFET applications. 
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Figure 4.12. Diffuse reflectance of Ni(ptp)2 after heating to 350°C, the inset is the 
TGA data, before heating (—), heat to 350 degree(—) 

 
4.3.4. Thermogravimetric Analysis 

 Before doing thermogravimetric analysis, the sample was kept under reduced 

pressure and heated to about 100°C for 24 hours or several days. Most solvent 

molecules could be removed under this condition and non-solvated powder is 

obtained. From the TGA data, Pd(ptp)2 did not start decomposition until the 

temperature reached 400°C under atmosphere. The solvent was not observed in the 

solid formation (Figure 4.13). 
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Figure 4.13. TGA of Pd(ptp)2 
  

On the other hand, the data of Ni(ptp)2(py)2 showed several segments of 

temperature-dependent weight loss (Figure 4.14.). According to the crystal structure, 

Ni-Npyridine has strong bonding; therefore, the weight loss before 100°C was likely from 

uncoordinated solvent involved in crystallization. Since all three types of Ni-N bonding 

were strongly bonded with Ni (II) and showed slight bond length difference, the whole 

molecule was very stable and did not decompose until 500°C. For Ni(ptp)2, 

uncoordinated solvent evaporated at about 100°C. Without a coordination of 

pyridines, the whole molecule is less stable and starts decomposition after 300 °C. 

The slow decay may correspond to the assumption that adjacent molecule interaction 

is likely from metal-ligand rather than metal-metal interaction, which is confirmed by 

diffuse reflectance data. 
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Figure 4.14. TGA of Ni(ptp)2(py)2 (—)and Ni(ptp)2 (—) 
 

4.3.5 Evaluation of M(ptp)2 in Electron Transport and OFET Application 

 According to the crystal structure, two electron-deficient ligands form strong 

bonds with a metal (II) center. A previous study about group 11 metal trimers shows 

that metal acidities are strongly effected by electron deficient ligands, such as 

pyrazolate and triazolate ligands. For d8 group, I expect M(ptp)2 with six membered 

aromatic rings to have high π-acidity in M(II) and increased electron affinities. In 

addition, the non-solvated square planar complexes can form linear stacking and 

bring the intra-molecule distance close to 3.289 Å. The oligomerization of metal (II) 

centers may provide an a electron affinity channel and indicates that M(ptp)2 may 

have potential application as n-type materials and as electron transporters.  

 The collection of the UV/Vis and CV studies in this work in combination with 

literature data especially for M(dimiine)(dithiolene) by Bachman et al, 54  which 

showed that such planar compounds have a HOMO energy in the order of Pd< Ni < 

Pt, an approximate energy level diagram was constructed (Scheme 4.1 ). 
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Scheme 4.1. Diagram of M(ptp)2 molecular orbitals 

 
 The theoretical energy gap of Pt(ptp)2 and Pd(ptp)2 have been calculated by Dr. 

Du in the Material science and Engineering department. The modes were from 

solvated Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 and Pd(ptp)2·(MeOH)2. The EHOMO-EFermi is narrower in 

Pt(II) than in Pd(II), and the HOMO energy of Pd(II) moved to a lower level. The 

ELUMO-EFermi of Pt(II) is wider than Pd(II) and brings up a higher LUMO energy level in 

Pt(II) (Figure 4.15). The relative energy gaps for Pt(ptp)2·(MeOH)2 is about 3.6 eV and 

4.8 eV for Pd(ptp)2, both of which are likely to have wide band gap and have potential 

application as hole blocking materials, in addition to the electron-transporting 

aspects. In some simple iridium complexes devices, 

1,3,5-tris(2-Nphenylbenzimidazolyl) benzene (TPBI) was used as a electron transport 

and hole block materials to improve the device efficiency.55 

Pt(ptp)2 Pd(ptp)2 Ni(ptp)2 

Conduction Band 

Band Gap 

Valance Band 
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Figure 4.15. DOS of Pd(ptp)2 and Pt(ptp)2 

 

 In order to establish a relative energy chart among M(ptp)2 to other conducting 

materials in OFET fabrication, Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectra (UPS) was used to 

determine a precise value of the conduction band energy of non-solvated Pt(ptp)2. 

(Figure 4.16) The width and location of binding energy shifts according to the 

thickness of thin film.56 In general, UPS only for thin films (<10 nm) are trustworthy to 

overcome charging and surface uniformity that lead to build up of multilayer 

structures in thicker films. The HOMO level from the UPS data for the 8 nm film is 

adopted here. From these measurements, a HOMO of 5.7 eV is determined for neat 

Pt(ptp)2 film. Pt(ptp)2 molecule stacking is determined by the X-ray single crystal 

measurement. The x-ray diffraction measurement of the thin film also confirms that a 

linear columnar arrangement exists after sublimation (Figure 4.17). Although, the 

Pt-Pt distance is about 3.42 Å which is greater than the 3.289 Å in the single crystal, 

the distance is close enough for the two metal centers to interact.  
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Figure 4.16. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectra of Pt(ptp)2 binding energy. The data are 
collected at the Prof. Gnade group at University of Texas in Dallas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17. X-ray diffraction of Pt(ptp)2 thin film, the unique peaks for Pt(ptp)2 
molecule stack is 26.8°. The data is collected at the group of Prof. Gnade at 
University of Texas in Dallas. 
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 Besides the theoretical evidence that M(ptp)2 should be an electron transport 

material, there is indirect proof from OLED devices (Chapter 3). According to the 

photoluminescence (PL) data of Pt(ptp)2 in chapter 3, the quantum yield (QY) of 

monomer emission has a lower value than excimer emission. However, while applied 

to the electroluminescent (EL) device, the EQE dropped with an increasing doping 

ratio (Chapter 3, Table 6) which showed an opposite trend to the photoluminescence 

quantum yield (PLQY). With closer examination, a significant NPB emission from hole 

transport layer (HTL) was observed in the EL measurement as the doping 

concentration was increased. This was especially the case for the 100% neat film of 

Pt(ptp)2 (Figure 4.18, green line). Therefore, besides acting as an emissive material, 

Pt(ptp)2 also showed increased electron transport behavior resulting in the blue NPB 

emission. When an electron blocking layer was added, the charge carriers were 

balanced in the emissive layer, and the NPB emission was eliminated (Figure 4.18, 

orange line). After 1,3-bis(N-carbazolyl)benzene (mCP) was used as a electron 

blocker, the EQE data for the Pt(ptp)2 neat film were improved from 1.44±0.18 

(without mCP) to 7.92±0.18 (with mCP). The EQE data was consistent with the PLQY 

results.  
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Figure 4.18. 100% Pt(ptp)2 device structure without mCP and with mCP as an 
electron blocker 
 

4.4. Pt(ptp)2 for OFET Fabrication 

 In order to characterize the electronic property of Pt(ptp)2, a diode device was 

designed with the structure of Al/LiF/Pt(ptp)2/Au/SiO2:SixNy/Si. (Figure 4.19a). 

Aluminum (Al)/lithium fluoride (LiF) is the Ohmic contact and gold (Au) is the Schottky 

contact. The work function of Al/LiF is about 3.8 eV, and 5.1 eV for Au. The LUMO of 

Pt(ptp)2 is 3.4 eV and HOMO is 5.7 eV. When a d.c. current bias source is provided, 

with a LiF layer, the electron injection is enhanced from Al (cathode) to LUMO of 

Pt(ptp)2, and directed to the Au (anode). The data is plotted as electric current versus 
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voltage (Figure 4.19b). The results demonstrate the conductivity and electron 

transport characteristic of Pt(ptp)2. Figure 4. 20 shows the operation diagram of the 

same device. When the voltage is bias to Au, the electrons flow from cathode to 

Pt(ptp)2 and generate positive current. The negative current is obtained when the 

voltage is bias to Al from the opposite direction.  

 

a)                                  b) 

      

Figure 4.19. a) A organic thin film diode with Pt(ptp)2, b) Current-voltage plots’ of the 
same device: bias Au (—), bias Al (—) 
 

 

Figure 4. 20. The operation diagram of the same device in Figure 4.19.  
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4.5. Conclusion 

 The synthesis procedures of M(ptp)2 are straight forward and the final products 

are air-stable. During the reaction or crystallization, the ptp ligand plays an interesting 

role in coordination geometry. Two bidentate ligands bond with the metal (II), and one 

of the uncoordinated nitrogen atoms may be involved in interaction with solvent 

molecules. Also, the identity of the metal ions dictates the coordination geometry with 

ligands. In my case, divalent platinum and palladium tend to be four-coordinate and 

square planar complexes. Protic solvent molecules form hydrogen bonds to 

non-coordinated nitrogen atoms in ligands and inhibit M-M interaction. On the other 

hand, Nickel (II) favors a six-coordinate octahedral complex. Certain solvent 

molecules, such as pyridine can either form covalent bonds to Ni(II) or be solvated in 

crystal voids. Therefore, working on new synthesis procedures to obtain a square 

planar Ni(II) complexes are difficult.  

 In Chapter 3, a molecular diagram of Pt(ptp)2 shows the different energy gap 

from monomer to aggregate form. According to the computational results and UPS 

measurement presented in this chapter, the energy gaps of solvated square planar 

mononuclear and non-solvated aggregation form Pt(ptp)2 confirm the same results. 

While the mononuclear Pt(ptp)2 has a bandgap of 3.6 eV, the aggregated chain mode 

has a bandgap of 2.3 EV. 

 The rationale behind M(ptp)2 having π-acidic metal centers and their tendency to 

exhibit high electron affinities need further studies to substantiate. However, in the 

initial OLED emissive material application (Chapter 3) highly doped devices bring 

excess electrons to a hole transport layer. The reduced EQE for such devices 

indirectly suggested that Pt(ptp)2 possesses an electron conductive behavior. All the 

M(ptp)2 have similar acidic characteristic and molecular stacking types. The 
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application of M(ptp)2 is extended from OLED emissive materials to electron 

transport/hole blockers for OLED fabrication and n-type materials for OFET 

application. From the latest current-voltage measurement, obtaining a positive current 

demonstrates the conductivity and n-type behavior of Pt(ptp)2. The following steps in 

this research will test all the M(ptp)2 complexes in similar device structure for n-type 

transistors and diodes. 
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION 

 The three main projects related to dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), organic 

light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), and organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) have 

followed the same strategies: design and synthesis, structural and spectral 

characterization, and device fabrication. The knowledge gathered from fundamental 

chemical studies of each class of these materials provides guidance to determine 

their potential applications in the materials science field. The common theme from a 

chemistry standpoint is use of a triimine d8 complex of group 10 divalent metal 

centers, whereas from a materials science standpoint, the common theme is energy 

saving and renewable energy applications. The final step of device fabrication entails 

collaboration with materials science groups; usually back-forward an iteractive 

examination between both parties has been a routine practice. In my three projects, 

each project has room for further expansion. This chapter concludes with current 

results of the three projects and provide suggestions for future direction of each. 

 

5.1 Current Results for Design of Pt(II) Complexes Toward Use in DSSCs 

 A series of Pt(II) trimine complexes were designed to have strong  absorption 

with maximized overlap with sunlight radiation, which includes ultraviolet, visible and 

near infrared energy.1 The frontier energy levels of the complexes have been 

matched to warrant electron injection to selected wide band gap semiconductors. 

Complexes are stable to attach or bond to the nanocrystalline titanium dioxide (TiO2) 

or tin dioxide (SnO2) wide band gap semiconductor. When I modified the molecular 

structures, either the highest occupied molecule orbital (HOMO) or lowest 

unoccupied molecule orbital (LUMO) of the platinum triimine complex can be tuned to 
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match selected substrates. The TiO2 or SnO2 semiconductors only absorb ultraviolet 

energy. By dyeing their surface with the Pt(II) complexes, I expected the absorption 

range would extend to the visible and near infrared regions and improve the 

conversion efficiency. 

 The synthesis procedures of [Pt(tbtrpy)X]Y, where tbtrpy is 4,4’,4”- tBu3-2,2’;6’,2”- 

terpyridine while X and Y are varied, are divided into three major steps. In the first 

step, tbtrpy reacts with one equivalent of K2PtCl4 to obtain [Pt(tbtrpy)Cl]Cl, which 

absorbs in the near-UV region. The reaction time needs to be at least twenty four 

hours to improve the final yield. In the second step, the “spectroscopically innocent” 

Cl- co-ligand can then be replaced by the chromophoric arylthiolate (ArS-) to 

coarse-tune the absorption to the visible region and attain red–to-purple 

[Pt(tbtrpy)ArS]Cl products, which can be fine-tuned according to the ArS substituents. 

The final step is metathesis of the Y counterion from Cl- to either another “innocent” 

counterion, BF4
-, which results in little energy shift but consistently higher extinction 

coefficients,or the “non-innocent” TCNQ- radical anion that exhibits near-IR 

absorption on its own. The products with Y = TCNQ are very dark (bulk solids appear 

black to the eye) owing to their continuous absorption across the UV, visible, and NIR 

regions. The procedures take several steps and the final complexes are categorized 

into four types, depending on their XY composition and absorption range due to 

different electronic structure in each category.  

 Overall, twenty-seven Pt(II)-trimine compounds were synthesized. The molecular 

structures were determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction measurements, 

whereas their electronic structures were determined by UV/Vis/NIR electronic 

absorption spectroscopy (in solution) or diffuse reflectance (for solids). Their HOMO 

and LUMO energy levels were determined by cyclic voltammetry. The type-4, 
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[Pt(tbtrpy)X]TCNQ, complexes successfully satisfy the criteria of DSSCs. In solution, 

type-4 compounds have a continuous absorption from 350-950 nm (Chapter 2, Figure 

3). The diffuse reflectance of the solid state has an extended range of strong and 

continuous absorptions until 1800 nm. From electrochemical data, [Pt(tbtrpy)X]TCNQ 

has a higher LUMO at -0.3 V and is thus sufficient to inject electrons into the 

conduction band of SnO2, which lies at -0.1 V (all voltages are given vs. Ag/AgCl or 

SCE). The HOMO level at +0.3 V is lower than +0.2 V on I-/I3- redox mediator, and 

thus allows electron flow back from the conduction band to re-generate the original 

form of the complex before photo-oxidation and thus repeat the redox cycle. Those 

compounds, so called “black absorbers”, hence satisfy the fundamental requirements 

of DSSCs. Before the device testing, the TiO2 glass was soaked in [Pt(tbtrpy)X]TCNQ 

solution; the TCNQ- forms a strong interaction to the TiO2 and brings the entire 

donor/acceptor binary complex [Pt(tbtrpy)X]TCNQ to attach the semiconductor 

surface, as evidenced by permanent coloration of the TiO2 surface and persistence of 

the dark color even after washing the modified semiconductor nanoparticles with 

solvent. However, upon testing [Pt(tbtrpy)X]TCNQ in current-voltage measurements 

in the laboratory of Professor Nathan Lewis at Caltech, the final results gave rise to a 

very poor conversion efficiency, which was attributed to the competition of superfast 

reverse recombination that is faster than the original charge injection from the dye 

molecules to the semiconductors.2 An additional reason is insufficient driving force 

for charge transfer to the semiconductor or from the redox mediator; in some of the 

above cases the driving force is only 0.1 V, which is insufficient to generate significant 

photocurrent even though the relative energy levels are in the correct ordering for 

thermodynamically favorable charge transfer. 
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5.2 Future Direction for Utilizing Pt(II) Complexes for Solar Cell Applications 

 In a single dye solar cell, “black absorbers” are determined by their absorption 

range, extinction coefficient, and charge separation. Pt(II)-trimine complexes that use 

the TCNQ- counterion as an anchoring group is disadvantageous for charge 

separation, as explained in the previous section. Meanwhile, such complexes are still 

capable to strongly absorb an extended range of ultraviolet, visible and near-infrared 

light with high extinction coefficients. In order to improve the conversion efficiency, a 

new direction is recommended for these materials to utilize them in a different solar 

cell technology besides DSSCs. The complexes will have a better potential in the 

organic photovaltaic (OPV) technology, which is based completely on organic 

semiconductor materials (Figure 5.1.),3,4,5 unlike the hybrid inorganic/organic DSSC 

technology. Tang first reported the mode of charge separation in OPVs, in which the 

donors are n-type molecules while the acceptors are p-type molecular or polymeric 

organic materials.6 My [Pt(NNN)X]TCNQ molecules have electron donor-acceptor 

stacks with ionic interactions between the cationic complex (which acts as donor 

despite its positive charge) and acceptor counterion (which acts as acceptor despite 

its negative charge). For the suggested utilization in OPVs, the donors and acceptors 

are in two separated phases (so called “p-n junction” in one efficient device structure). 

It is desirable that the electron donors and electron acceptors be two individual 

neutral compounds. Although ionic compounds have been applied in some devices, 

such as light-emitting electrochemical cells (LECs), which are another type of 

solid-state electroluminescent devices besides OLEDs, the efficiency is strongly 

dependent on the mobile counterions and stability is restricted by the electrochemical 

system work window.7,8,9 Therefore, neutral compounds are better options for a new 

project regarding OPVs based on Pt(II) complexes. 
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Figure 5.1. A donor/acceptor p-n heterojunction organic photovoltaic cell. Typical 
donors are poly-(3-hexyl)thiophene (P3HT) and copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) while 
fullerene derivatives are the most common acceptors 
 
 
 A new modification of [Pt(NNN)X]+Y- will switch to Pt(NNC)X and Pt(NCN)X 

complexes, where NNC and NCN are the monoanionic tridentate acceptor ligands 

[μNNC-(6-phenyl-2,2’-bipyridine)]- and [μNCN-1,3-di(2-pyridyl)benzene]-, respectively 

while X = arylthiolates or other chromophoric anionic monodentate donor ligands. 

Scheme 5.1 shows the proposed structures. The concept is to introduce a new type 

of Pt(II) complexes into the donor-acceptor (p-n) heterojunction structure.10 Although 

neutral TCNQ is an n-type material,11 the stability of its thermal evaporation (vacuum 

sublimation) process has been an issue and thus it will be disregarded based on 

practical as opposed to scientific considerations. The n- or p-type properties of 

organic molecules or inorganic complexes can often be reversed simply by chemical 

substitution. For example, while copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) is a p-type complex,12 

copper hexadecafluoro-phthalocyanine (F16CuPc) is an n-type,13 even though the 

ligands are both with five- and six-membered aromatic rings; the same is true for 

pentacene vs. perfluoropentacene or P3HT vs. fluorinated analogue thereof – see the 

introduction of Chapter 4. Pt(NNC)X or Pt(NCN)X complexes can be designed as 

N-type/electron acceptor 

P-type/electron donor 
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Glass 

Cathode 
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either n-or p- type complexes, or even as ambipolar complexes. The desired form can 

be prepared according to the most sought-after active material. Therefore, a 

donor-acceptor heterojunction structure will have more flexibility to adopt the new 

Pt(II) complexes. 

 

                   

N N
Pt

S

R

N

N
Pt

S

R

 Pt(NNC)(ArS) Pt(NCN)(ArS)  

Scheme 5.1. The proposed new neutral Pt (II) structures 

 In the electronic absorption spectrum of [Pt(tbtrpy)X]+, the LUMO energy is 

determined by the π orbital in the terpyridine ligand. It is reasonable to propose the 

NNC or NCN ligand to replace trpy because the proposed ligands are similar in type 

(tridentate and contain N-heterocyclic aromatic rings) and so the molecular structures 

of the final complexes will have little change.14 Ligands with both σ- donor and 

π-acceptor will mostly enhance Pt(II) complexes in their photophysical properties. 

Their MLCT will have less mixing with intraligand charge transfer (IL) character and 

complexes have more optoelectronic applications.15,16 According to the previous 

cyclic voltammetry (CV) data, the HOMO of Pt(NNN)(X)+ has primarily Pt/X (X= ArS-) 

character in presence of a π-donor X co-ligand. While other co-ligands, such as 

halides, acetylides or phosphines are incapable of stabilizing the orbitals to lower 
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energy,15 those “non-innocent” π-donor ligands, monothiolene or dithiolene span 

absorption to most of the visible region.17 However, they are replaceable by certain 

solvents in some situations (Chapter 2), which is one of the possible pitfalls for the 

proposed new systems. In order to improve the stabilities of new Pt(II) complexes, 

another option for X as co-ligand is to use monoselenolene molecules. Selenium 

analogues are less studied or published about their chemistry properties than their 

lighter counterparts in the same group.18  The advantage of using the heavier 

chalcogens is their extended p- and d-orbitals and the bond order of Pt-Se is higher 

than Pt-S, 18,19 which may lead to overcoming the aforementioned pitfall of ArS-Pt 

dissociation. Pt(diimine)- (diselenolene) complexes are typically stable red or purple 

compounds. This absorption behavior is similar to that of Pt(diimine)(dithiolene) 

complexes, which have MLCT in the visible region.18 Either Pt(NNC)(ArSe) or 

Pt(NCN)(ArSe) is expected to be air and moisture stable, in which the bond of Pt-Se 

will be stronger than Pt-S, and ArSe- will be more stable in most solvents. 

 For the high performance of DA heterojunction OPVs, the requirement includes 

not only a wide range of strong absorption but also exciton separation and charge 

collection.20 The exciton dissociation is favored by long lifetime and high mobility. 

Metal complexes usually have phosphorescent emission from their lowest triplet 

excited state and thus their lifetimes should match the requirement.20 For example, 

the known Pt(dpyb)Cl complex (dpyb = 1,3-Di(2-pyridyl)benzene) shows a high triplet 

quantum efficiency and long lifetime at room temperature.14 In combining sufficient 

diffusion time and proper thickness construction, the conversion efficiency for future 

organic photovoltaic device should have a significant improvement over the current 

state of the art. 
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5.3 Current Results for Using Pt(II) Compounds in OLEDs 

 Pt(ptp)2 was synthesized by adding two equivalents of 3,5-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4- 

triazolate (ptp) to one equivalent of cis-bis(benzonitrile) dichloroplatinum(II) (Pt(Bn)2) 

under reflux for three days. The procedures are straightforward and beneficial for 

large scale reaction, but time consuming. The poor solubility made the solvent 

dependent studies difficult. I managed to find a suitable mixture of solvents that has 

allowed the crystallization, electronic absorption measurements, and solution 

luminescence studies. 

 According to the crystal structures, color and luminescence data, Pt(ptp)2 

structure has three polymorphic form; Y1 (yellow color/blue-green emission), Y2 

(yellow color/yellow emission) and O1 (orange color/ orange emission) polymorphic 

forms. These forms are protic solvent-dependent geometries. In Y1 form, methanol 

establishes a three dimensional net with hydrogen bonds to uncoordinated pyridine 

nitrogen atoms on two Pt(ptp)2 molecules, which reduces the interaction between two 

platinum centers(Pt-Pt distance = 4.598 Ǻ). The Y2 form is an intermediate form 

between Y1 and O1 and it usually obtained from unsuccessful crystal growth in 

mixture of bulky protic solvents with dichloromethane. Other intermediate powder can 

be observed by engaging different polarity or protic solvents in precipitation. 

However, it is unpredictable which form will appear from solution. Also, under some 

temperature variation, such as cooling to cryogenic temperatures, some 

transformations become irreversible especially for the Y1 form. O1 form is usually a 

non-solvated powder and has the same physical and emission colors at room 

temperature. The molecule stacks in a linear chain style due to the absence of 

solvents and the Pt-Pt distance is very short, 3.289 Å. The non-coordinated pyridine 

nitrogen has significant vibration that leads to disorder and that partially explains why 
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the X-ray program could not solve or refine the molecular structure accurately for this 

O1 form. 

 According to the electronic absorption and emission data, intraligand (π-π*) 

absorption lies near 250- 350 nm and metal-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) arises in 

the lower-lying energy, 360- 450 nm. Pt(ptp)2 also has concentration-dependent 

behavior. An aggregation absorption band or MMLCT after 450 nm is only observed 

in 10-3 M Pt(ptp)2. The solution luminescence measurement is consistent with these 

assignments. By adjusting the excitation wavelength, the 10-3 M Pt(ptp)2 solution has 

a monomer emission with a structured profile showing strong vibronic peaks at 475 

nm and 505 nm, a shoulder at 550 nm, and an unstructured aggregation/excimer 

broad emission centered at 600 nm. The 10-5 M Pt(ptp)2 only shows monomer 

emission with the vibronic peaks at 475 nm, 505 nm and 550 nm.  

 The photoluminescence of Y1 solid state was measured at room temperature 

and 90 K. At room temperature, the vibronic structure emission at 486 nm, 518 nm 

and 550 nm are due to the monomer emission and the longest lifetime is 750.6 ns. 

The 90 K emissions are split into 490 nm, 517 nm, 531 nm and 560 nm and the 

longest lifetime is 12.67 µs. The Y2 form only has emission peaks at 586 nm (R.T.) 

and 645 nm (90 K). For O1 form, temperature-dependent studies reveal its distinctive 

behavior with a wide emission energy variation. The emission is blue shifted, by 1000 

cm-1 from 77 K to room temperature, and the lifetime decreases from 734 ns to 142 

ns in the same direction. The 4 K emission is similar to the 77K emission, but a 

shoulder appears at 700 nm and the lifetime dramatically increase to 2000 µs. The 

solid-state quantum yield of Y1 and O1 forms were measured at room temperature 

and 90 K. While monomer Y1 form is 2.9% at R.T. and 42% at 90 K, extended chain 

O1 form is 26% at R.T. and 75% at 90 K. 
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 Thin films usually were made for photoluminescence studies before the device 

fabrication. Pt(ptp)2 was doped into a host 4,4'-N,N'-dicarbazole-biphenyl (CBP) as 

the emissive material in various ratios. In thin film solid measurement, monomer or 

excimer emissions are associated with doping concentration, as similar to Pt(ptp)2 in 

solution state. Different colors are generated from the blue-green monomer, yellow 

excimer and orange aggregation emission.21 The power efficiency increases with 

increased doping concentration when an electron blocker is applied (Chapter 3), 

although the efficiency starts to decrease when the dopant concentration go to 

extreme. The complex demonstrates wonderful power efficiency and external 

quantum efficiency (EQE) in high doping ratios and neat 100% Pt(ptp)2 OLED 

devices.21 The result is opposite to most phosphors, which have low power efficiency 

in high concentration.22 When moving to WOLED fabrication, both cold and warm 

white colors were achieved in multiple device architectures. In order to achieve CIE 

(0.33, 0.33), so called pure white, even though Pt(ptp)2 emits both monomer and 

excimer emissions, its has a disadvantage due to a lack of deep blue emission 

(ideally at CIE (x = 0.158, y = 0.124) with wavelengths near 450 nm). Therefore, a 

blue dopant is needed as one of the emissive layers, and such devices display a pure 

white color at CIE (0.30, 0.37).23 The 5% BCzVBi blue fluorescent dopant mixed with 

30% Pt(ptp)2 yellow phosphorescent dopant displayed CIE(0.30, 0.37) at a turn on 

voltage of 7.6 V.23 On the other hand, a warm white device is fabricated to approach 

the maximum CRI of 100 or the acceptable CRI values of > 75 for commercial lighting 

luminaires. The 5% Pt(ptp)2 doped layer (blue-green) in addition to a second emissive 

layer of neat Pt(ptp)2 (orange) achieved a maximum CRI of 82 but this device attained 

poor power efficiency. High efficiencies up to 45 lm/W were obtained but with lower 

CRI values within 55-70, representing the highest efficiencies known for white or 
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near-white OLEDs from a single emitter. The challenge remains to combine high 

efficiency and CRI simultaneously, which is an ongoing effort by our group and our 

materials science collaborators to achieve. Until now, the best results of optimization 

of turquoise-blue Pt(ptp)2 was in collaboration with a group at PNNL to utilize their 

high-efficiency charge transport materials, which achieved power efficiency of 60-70 

lm/W (world record for blue wavelengths), EQE of 10-13% and CIE coordinates of (x 

= 0.19, y = 0.45).24 

 

5.4 Future Direction for Use of Pt(ptp)2 Analogues for OLEDs 

 According to the above summary, Pt(ptp)2 still has uncertain questions to answer 

regarding the photophysical properties in solution and the solid state due to geometric 

effects of its multiple forms. In addition, solvents with different polarity will likely affect 

the photophysical properties, which could be reflected in devices that employ different 

hosts exhibiting different dipole moments. Optimization of Pt(ptp)2 in white color 

illumination while maintaining high efficiency will be a high priority, as discussed 

above. Thus altering the polarity or of suitable host materials will be one major means 

for fine color tuning. The degree of association may also be affected by varying the 

host. In the mean time, new Pt(II) complexes are proposed to be synthesized in order 

to have deeper blue monomer emission, deeper red excimer emission, high quantum 

yield, and/or better charge transport molecules.  

 Besides Pt(ptp)2, other studies utilizing triazole ligands also have promising 

luminescence results upon complexation with Pt(II) metal center in obtaining 

blue-green and orange-red emissions. 25  However, the studies have not been 

extended to acid-base studies like those reported for other Ru(II) complexes, such as 

[Ru(phen)2(3Mptr)]+ or Ru(bipy)2L2] PF6·4H2O (HL2 is 3-methyl-5-( pyridin-2'-yl) 
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-1,2,4-triazole). 26  Their solution studies show an interesting variation in their 

absorption and emission energy as well as lifetime decay.26 Titration on those 

complexes cause their LUMO to relocate on either the triazole or bipyridine ligands. In 

other words, protonation/deprotonation should weaken/enhance the σ-donation in the 

Ntaz -Ru bonds in these complexes. Those previous studies focus on octahedral 

coordination and their pH-dependent measurement. Although Pt(ptp)2 has two 

identical ligands, with more non-coordinated nitrogen atoms on triazolate and pyridyl 

rings, the role of hydrogen bond may bring more deviations. Solvents such as 

hydrochloric acid or pyridine could affect the monomer bands by reducing the 

metal-ligand interaction, or they may disturb oligomerization so as to quench the 

aggregation excimeric emission. In some conditions, strong nucleophilic ligands or 

bases may undergo reactions and convert pyridyl-triazolate platinum complexes into 

other complexes;25c however, those kinds of transformations have not been observed 

in Pt(ptp)2 synthetic procedures or crystallization but one has to be aware of such 

possible pitfalls for the new synthetic targets proposed. Further studies will be 

addressed on acid-base reactions and their influence on absorption/emission 

intensities.  

 For solid state photophysical studies, the O1 form of Pt(ptp)2 and its analogous 

extended-chain complexes may lead to interesting pressure-dependent studies. Both 

pressure and temperature are functions that can make crystal voids exhibit 

compression or expansion, which will tune the photophysical properties especially for 

c low-dimensional chromophores that pack anisotropically in their crystal structures 

(e.g., 1D chains of Pt(II) square planar complexes or 2D sheets of linear complexes). 

Although Yersin et al. have reported a series of electronic results of 

tetracyanoplatinates(II) under different pressures and temperautures, 27 , 28  the 
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compression of these types of ionic compounds is restricted due to their electrostatic 

attraction with the counterions. Neutral Pt(ptp)2 and its analogues eliminate this 

limitation and will be an advantage in both temperature and pressure sensor studies. 

Furthermore, such neutral complexes are amenable to thin film fabrication and exhibit 

bright luminescence at ambient conditions, which facilitates their employment as 

practical pressure sensors.   

 While moving to design new Pt(II) complexes, replacement of hydrocarbon 

substituents by electron withdrawing groups shifts the emission to higher energy level 

to bring about deep blue emission.25 The uncoordinated pyridyl group of ptp does not 

participate in bonding with the metal center and the HOMO or LUMO energy levels 

are little affected by the uncoordinated pyridyl ring (Chapter 3). Therefore, new 

designs will keep the same triazolate center, but eliminate one of the pyridyl rings 

from the ligand. Scheme 5.2 shows the proposed structures of new Pt(II) complexes. 

The monomer emission is strongly affected by the ligands. A substituent change from 

pyridyl rings to other electronegative atoms will bring the HOMO energy to a lower 

level and the emission to shorter wavelength. Theoretically, electron withdrawing 

groups with internal heavy atoms also enhance the phosphorescence quantum 

yield.29 Substituents, such as halides, carboxylic acid or esters could be good 

candidates. Unbulky ligands should improve the chances for aggregation and thus 

red-shift the absorption and emission energies due to the short columnar chain 

stacking. However, Hsieh et al. showed distorted structures of Pt(fmptz)2 (fmptz = 

5-(6-methylpyridin-2-yl) -3-trifluoromethyl-1,2,4-triazole that disfavor linear 

stacking.25b Absence of luminescence at room temperature was ascribed to 

self-quenching, which is opposite to the result for Pt(fppz)2 complex complex (fppzH = 

5-(2-pyridyl)-3- trifluoromethyl-pyrazole).25a Therefore, the most sought-after ligands 
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will be carefully selected. Although ligand-ligand interaction has been addressed in 

many papers,30,31 short Pt-Pt distances are more significant than π-π interactions for 

red shifting the absorption and emission bands.32 Long linear chain or macro ring 

subsituents will cause the steric effect to the linear column stacking and reduce the 

Pt-Pt interaction and are thus disregarded for this project. Besides the luminescence 

improvement, the n-type character of Pt(ptp)2 should not be ignored due to the 

advantage in high-doping or single emissive material OLEDs (Chapter 4). The acidity 

of the triazolate rings and metal centers will increase with introducing electron 

withdrawing groups as well as improvement of the molecules electron affinities. As a 

result, the electron transport behavior will be enhanced,33 and this factor will be 

retained in the proposed complexes. 
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Scheme 5.2 The proposed structures of new Pt(II) complexes 

 

5.5 Current Results for Using d8 Metal Complexes as n-Type Semiconductors 

 All the syntheses of M(ptp)2 (M= Pt, Pd, Ni) and M(ptp)2(py)2 (M= Ni) were 

followed the same procedures used for Pt(ptp)2, except that the solvent reagent for 

Ni(ptp)2 was 2-butanol. The M(ptp)2 products have been identified as four-coordinate 

square planar complexes, even though the Ni(ptp)2 crystal structure has not been 

obtained. Non-innocent solvents, such as pyridine, could have strong bonds with the 
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Ni(II) center, causing the crystallization of Ni(ptp)2(py)2 which has been characterized 

as an octahedral complex with two pyridine ligands bonded to Ni(II) on the z-axis. The 

electronic absorption demonstrates the difference of the coordination geometry. 

While Pt(ptp)2 and Pd(ptp)2 show π-π* and MLCT absorption bands, Ni(ptp)2(py)2 also 

shows d-d transitions at long wavelengths. Interestingly, Ni(ptp)2 has also been found 

to exhibit d-d transitions. The possible reason is most likely intermolecular 

coordination to the Ni(II) center by uncoordinated pyridyl groups from adjacent 

Ni(ptp)2 units (Chapter 4). All the four compounds are thermally stable and 

thermogravimetric analysis data have determined their decomposition temperatures. 

 Until now, the major information about M(ptp)2 is referenced from Pt(ptp)2 

studies. Molecular diagram of Pt(ptp)2 shows reduced energy gaps from monomer to 

aggregation form (Chapter 3), and M(ptp)2 shows the different energy levels 

according to their metal center. The collection of photophysical, computational, and 

UPS results confirm that the solvated square planar mononuclear complex has a 

wider energy gap than that in the non-solvated linear chain form of Pt(ptp)2 (Chapters 

3 and 4).  

 The hypothesis about utilizing M(ptp)2 complexes as potential n-type OFET 

semiconductors has stemmed from indirect evidence while analyzing the results of 

dopant concentration-dependent OLEDs (Chapter 3). The initial set of devices gave 

rise to an opposite trend of their electroluminescence quantum efficiencies to that I 

obtained for photoluminescence quantum efficiencies upon increasing the Pt(ptp)2 

concentration. Highly doped phosphors bring excessive electrons to the adjacent hole 

transport layer (HTL), which led to some emission contribution from the HTL. Similar 

results have been reported in the literature for neat layers of the ultrawide-gap host 

materials UGH1 (diphenyldi(o-tolyl)silane) and UGH2 (p-bis(triphenylsilyly)benzene), 
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when used in control test OLEDs also gave rise to significant HTL emission, 

suggesting that they have electron transporting and hole blocking behavior.34 Since 

Pt(ptp)2 and Pd(ptp)2 are isostructural and exhibit strong similaritiesin their formulas, 

space groups, metal-ligand bonding interactions, and spectral results, I expected 

them to have similarly exhibit of high electron affinity. A recent preliminary 

current-voltage measurement has attained unidirectional current from Pt(ptp)2 that 

demonstrates its electron conductivity and n-type behavior and such studies will also 

be continued for both Pt(ptp)2 and Pd(ptp)2. However, the major differences in 

molecular and electronic structures of Ni(ptp)2 precludes its use in n-type 

semiconductor applications based on the results of this dissertation. Overall, the work 

described in Chapter 4 lays the groundwork for expanding the range of applications of 

M(ptp)2 complexes from OLED emissive materials to electron transport/hole blockers 

for OLEDs as well as n-type materials for OFETs. 

 

5.6 Future Direction for Optimizing the use of d8 Metal Complexes in n-Type Diodes 
and OFETs 
 
 Because of the positive proof-of-concept preliminary diode test obtained for 

Pt(ptp)2 to verify its n-type behaviorand the similarity established in this dissertation 

between Pt(ptp)2 and Pd(ptp)2 in relevant characteristics detailed electrical studies 

need to be carried out for both materials. Initial studies of XRD, UPS, and UV/Vis 

transmission or diffuse reflectance for neat layers of both materials vs. thickness and 

processing conditions are recommended to precede electrical characterization in 

order to help design the appropriate devices. The materials will then be employed in 

OFETs and single-carrier (hole-only or electron-only) diodes to extract the 

characteristic electrical parameters such as on-off ratio, electron vs. hole mobility, 

threshold voltage, etc. 
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 The fact that Ni(II) was dissimilar to Pd(II) or Pt(II) with the ptp ligand does not 

mean that square planar complexes of this less expensive metal should not be 

pursued for transistor applications. Even though divalent nickel has various 

coordination geometries, with careful design, neutral square planar Ni(II) complexes 

can be obtained with a variety of strong-field ligands. The modified versions of ptp 

discussed below may prove to produce the desired square planar form with no 

tetragonal distortion in absence of extra ligating substituents in the ligand, which will 

then allow intermolecular Ni-Ni extended-chain interactions that should improve 

electron mobility. A literature precedent showed that analogous 

bis(dimethylglyoximato) square planar complexes gave rise to extended chain 

structures with intermolecular M-M distances of 3.245 Å for Ni(II), 3.26 Å for Pd(II), 

and 3.23 Å for Pt(II) that were responsible for the electrical conductivity in these 

complexes.35 If such short range M-M extended-chain interactions are realized in the 

chromophoric complexes proposed here which are more amenable for thin film 

fabrication than the aforementioned literature analogues, the ππ interaction may also 

be enhanced. For price concerns toward mass production of transistors, Ni(II) is a 

good option in the project. 

 Since n-type materials are defined by their high electron affinities, the 

modification of the metal complexes will focus on improvement of electron deficient 

ligands. Electron withdrawing substituents will replace the uncoordinated pyridyl ring 

of ptp and increase the acidity of the triazolate rings. Functional groups, such as CF3, 

CN, conjugated π side chains, triaryl borane25,36 or halides, can play such a role. 

Upon combining with a divalent metal center, the π-acidic properties will increase and 

make the complexes better electron acceptors. If the HOMO orbitals shift to deep 

energy levels, the molecules can become hole blocking materials. The choices of 
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substitutions are very similar to the new structures proposed for OLEDs in Section 5.4 

above. For the OLEDs, complexes are required to have both monomer emission from 

mononuclear and red-shift excimer emission caused by oligomerization. For OFETs, 

the molecule electron affinities and metal-metal or π-π interaction between complexes 

are more important criteria to attain high conductivity. A close range metal-metal 

interaction may induce partial oxidation/reduction during electrochemical 

measurement. Ionic metal complexes with square planar geometry, such as 

K2Pt(C2O4)2 (potassium bis(oxalato)platinate(II))37 or [Pt(CN)4]2-(tetracynoplatinate)38 

and neutral gold polymorph39  were test their crystal growth via electrolysis at 

electrode surface. Their ligands were unlikely involved in redox reaction. Future 

electrochemical studies of neutral M(ptp)2 will analyze not only metal-metal 

interaction but also metal-ligand or ligand-ligand interaction. 

 When moving to transistors fabrication, the charge mobility should be determined 

to understand the conductivity of M(ptp)2. In some reports, charge mobility is 

thickness-dependent within the range 0.135–4 µm.40 The goal here is to obtain 

square planar M(triazoles)2 (M = d8 metal) and compare their characteristics, such as 

crystal structures, electronic absorption, diffuse reflectance and energy levels of the 

frontier molecular orbitals. From this information, we should be able to optimize 

properties of electron transport materials in organic light-emitting diodes and organic 

thin film transistors. 
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